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ABSTRACT
This study is an inquiry into the nature* origin* 
and permanence of cultural forms and patterns peculiar to 
lumbering in southwest Louisiana® The area covered* on# 
of the major forest districts of the state* was originally 
clothed in longleaf pine® It extends from Many southward 
to Lake Charles* and its eastern and western boundaries 
are set by the bottom lands of the Calcasieu and Sabine 
rivers. Here* as elsewhere In Louisiana* lumbering 
reached its peak in the early twentieth century. This 
intensive phase is geographically significant and merits 
close examination* since culture traits associated with 
lumbering were then being introduced.
Field study of these forms and patterns included 
interviews with former mill town residents and visits to 
active and abandoned company town sites. Information 
gained by interview was accurate and reliable* and the 
study could not have been otherwise accomplished. Aerial 
photographs and maps were examined* and a search made of 
the available literature.
The lumber industry entered the region from two 
directions* north and south. The extension of operations 
southward from Shreveport was part of the general march 
of the mills from the Lake States toward the Culf then in 
progress. Lake Charles had become a major milling center 
years before* and was the base from which the industry
xii
pushed north* As sctltitles were extended along the new 
railroads* seven landscape elements were carried into the 
districts bungalows* pyramidal* shotgun* and log**pen 
houses* mill ponds* logging trams* and the racial division 
of settlements into "quarters*®
The migration of these elements occurred along 
varying lines* and their degree of survival has not been 
uniform. The bungalow* native to French south Louisiana* 
was carried northward* It has grown in popularity and is 
universal in its distribution in Louisiana* Pyramidal 
houses were brought from the north and are now found In 
all parts of the state* The shotgun house entered the 
region from both north and south* Already known in French 
south Louisiana* it had been adopted by the Industry in 
the north as well* Its popularity is declining* ss is 
that of houses derived from the log cabins native to M i l  
areas*
Mill ponds and logging trams now have almost no 
economic value* due to changes in the nature of lumbering* 
and are becoming more obscure* Residential areas In towns 
where sawmills are still active are comr.only divided Into 
quart er s today• Coapany houses In auch quaitors eharaq- 
terlstlcally exhibit remarkable uniformity of construction*
Cultural changes wrought by lumbering are seen in 
rural areas* but are of greatest significance in urban 
centers* Ho other cultural invasion has matched the
xlil
impact of that Industry* The complex of form® described 
dominates the southwest Louisiana landscape, and Indicate® 
the effectiveness of the industry as a culturo-geographic
CHAPTER I
mktmwm or thb moBbm km iistkodolooy
Statement of the Problem; The purpose of this 
study use to investigate the lumber Industry as it has 
progressed generally in Louisiana, and in particular as
it has appeared in the longleaf pin© district of south­
west Louisiana during the general period 1005-1355, and, 
through this investigation, to learn what elements and 
patterns of a cultural nature were Introduced, or adopted, 
and diffused through the area by the industry*
In more detailed terms the problem involved the 
following major phases;
1} the selection of an area for study?
2) the location of settlements within this areal
5) the study of these settlements!
4) the study of other elements and patterns associ­
ated with lumbering!
5} the Identification of persistent elements and 
patterns;
6} the written, photographic, and cartographic pre­
sentation of these elements and pet, tarns#
Importance of the Study; nothing dona by m m  has 
more drastically altered the natural background or has more 
closely shaped the man-made set-sing of life In large areas
1
of Louisiana than the brief but vigorous activities of the 
great lumber companies of the early twentieth century* In 
many places there remain the original structures of the 
period— houses* towns, and railroads— and people still use 
them, people who, in some cases, knew the sawmill touns 
and the virgin forests of the past, bhile these struc­
tures may be seen, and while people live to tell of them, 
they should be found, studied, and recorded.
It is felt that the completion of this study, cov­
ering one of the major forest districts of Louisiana, uill 
enhance the store of geographic knowledge of the state end 
contribute toward a more complete understanding of the con­
temporary complex of cultural forms. Perhaps it will smooth 
the path of those who may undertake studies of other parts 
of the state where the work of the lumberman has been no 
less significant.
Selection of art Area for £tudyi Tlio ax oa selected
for this study was the longle&f pine district of southwest
1Louisiana as outlined by Brown. his map indicates tho 
forest regions of Louisiana as they originally stood, un­
changed by man. As the accompanying maps Indicate (Plates 
I and II), the district chosen Included essentidily that
Ĉle.ir A. Brown, Louisiana Trees and o*aiubs 
(Baton i ouge: Louisiana 1*"brelsTi7p*Trion ItuTI eTETn Ko.
1, 1945), p. 6.
miles
• • • • 
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portion of Louisiana lying between Many, Sabino Parish, to 
the north, and De Quincy, Calcasieu parish, to the south. 
The western boundary was set by the bottom lands of the 
Sabine Elver, while to the east longleaf pine extended 
roughly to the line Natchifcoehes-Alex&ndrla-Oborlin#
This study Is an Investigation of certain man-made 
elements end patterns, and not an attempt to delineate any 
particular area or region on a culturo-geographlc basis, 
hence the chosen area provides good and distinct natural 
boundaries for the study.
The district chosen was attractive to lumbermen#
It Is large, embracing all or parts of nine parishes, ^nd 
extends across a range of climatic and geologic variation, 
but holds within Its bounds a constant elements the pine 
forests# All settlements and other establishments fixed 
here by the lumber industry had one function and objective: 
the processing of longleaf pine.
Southwest Louisiana was thinly populated prior to 
the advent of intensive lumbering. The industrial complex 
of towns and railroads was thrust Into largely virgin ter­
ritory, and was not absorbed by forma and patterns of 
earlier human occupanc©# Also, since the conclusion of 
this phase of Industrial activity, there have occurred no 
major cultural readjustments which might have obscured 
the contributions of lumbering to the lanrlrcapo#
6
Selection off battlements: All the settlements
chosen ffor consideration in this study were, ffrom the be­
ginning* sawmill towns. Wherever the- lumbermen earj led on 
their work off exploitation they set up communities designed 
ffor the accomplishment off that task alone. Sometimes they 
were attached to the fringes off pre-existing settlements* 
but often they consisted off" entirely new urban assemblages. 
&here the latter were built the area felt the full impact 
off the cultural invasion. Here the forms related to the 
industry can bo observed as they were originally built, 
under conditions minimizing the influence off previous 
human activity.
2Lumber camps, smaller communities set up by the 
mill operators, were not extensively investigated, in this 
study. These tiny settlements near the area off active log­
ging were occupied by woods crews and, occasionally, their 
families. They were extensions off the parent towns.
The elements off size and population were not con­
sidered in selecting settlements for study. All had the
same basic function, and in each there were certain funda­
mental forms. /•,ith increasing size these forms became more 
complex, iso re elaborate, and more numerous.
The only criterion called Into service In a© tt lenient 
selection was their origin: were they, or were they not,
established as sawmill towns?
2For explanation off this and other terms, see
Glossary.
Locating the Sawmill Town a: Although' most sawmill 
town8 In the longleaf district of southwest Louisiana came 
Into being less than sixty years ago, their aites have al­
ready become difficult to find* Some such towns were prob­
ably not found, even after lengthy Investigation*
Throughout this portion of the study the knowledge 
that the lumbering and logging operations of the time were 
based almost exclusively upon railroad facilities was of 
primary significance. This being the case, an early and 
essential step was the examination of maps showing the rail 
lines of the area at different periods, particularly ©bout 
1920,
Some basic sections of the former railway net are 
still in use. The Kansas City Southern, extending south­
ward from Eany to Lake Charles, the Texas and Pacific 
southeast from Mansfield to Alexandria, and the Missouri 
Pacific southeastward from Alexandria to Lake Charles were 
all essentially complete, though perhaps under different 
names, before the period of intensive logging* They served 
as a framework on which was built the complex transport net 
of 1920.
Aerial photographs were of great help in the pre­
liminary search, prior- to the beginning of field work*
The photos revealed abundant evidence of sites formerly 
occupied by company towns, such e.a street patterns, m311 
ponds, and converging logging railways*
8
Most readily apparent were the mill ponds, usually 
distinguishable by their size from the smaller ponds pro­
vided for cattle* Field checks, however, indicated that 
ponds afforded at best an incomplete picture of settlement 
locations0 Some sawmill plants did not include ponds, and 
broken dams have led to the disappearance of others*
The size and shape of ponds could not always be 
employed as sure criteria of their origin* Some are large, 
consisting of stream waters impounded behind earthen dams* 
The Alco pond, irregular in outline, had a width of some 
150 yards and was about 600 yards long* This pond contrasts 
sharply with the small rectangular pond dug at Woodworth*
The only standard of Judgement afforded by the 
ponds lay in their relation to the red. 1roads* The presence 
of large artificial ponds in close proximity to rail line© 
was generally indicative of former mill sites*
Logging trams and spurs appear in many aerial pho­
tographs, and served as another guide to former mill town 
sites* At ground level the old roadbeds arc generally ob­
scure, since they were rather impermanent structure© for 
the most part, and long in disuse* frequently these lines 
were seen to converge toward some central point, which 
often proved to be an abandoned town site* Traces of 
former occupation not noted earlier were sometimes revealed 
through close study of areas of convergence*
Street plans constitute the best Indicator of the
nature of an abandoned site* Vherever extensive street 
pattern® were noted the assumption was made that the set­
tlement had been a sawmill town* No other activity in the 
area has led to the abandonment of sizable population cen­
ter a* Unfortunately, street patterns were rarely seen, 
since sites were frequently so overgrown as to be most in­
distinct*
United States Geological Survey quadrangles were 
of some assistance in the Initial search for mill sites* 
The map sheets Indicated mill ponds and trams, though in­
completely*
A list of sawmill towns in southwest Louisiana, 
some only tentatively identified as such, was developed 
from the study of air photos, maps, and available liter­
ature* This list, used In conjunction with older map© 
of the area, made possible the preparation of a map show­
ing the mill town sites*
Final identification of the mill locations was 
raede by questioning persons who had worked and lived in 
the company settlements. Informants at fisher, a mill 
town still active, revealed the names of sawmill towns In 
considerable numbers, confirming the identity of some 
already located and naming others which had not been 
found*
Hallway station agents proved to be particularly 
helpful informants in this regard* Uost are quite familiar
10
with the tovms along the rail lines where they have been 
employed,
periodicals and other literature in general 
proved to be of very little assistance in locating the 
mill sites, References to specific localities were 
scarce» and usually failed to identify a settlement ms 
one established by the lumber industry.
Ho method of search proved more effective than 
questioning individuals who had had personal experience 
with the lumber industry, Most of these people had lived 
in several sawmill towns, moving from one to another as 
the fortunes of the industry rose and fell. Field in­
vestigation completed and made certain the location and 
Identification of the sawmill towns,
Settlement Study Methods: The acquisition of de­
tailed information concerning the sawmill towns in the 
area studied involved work along several lines. All had 
the single aim of creating a picture of each settlement 
as it appeared during its usually short lifetime.
The elements making up the picture” of each town 
included descriptions of the establishments obtained from 
former inhabitants or publications, maps of the settlements, 
and photographs of the remaining evidences of habitation 
found at the town sites. The ini'orma t Ion obfceJ neel frca 
these sources is presented in Appendix A,
II
This study would have been Impossible without the 
wealth of first-hand Information contributed most willing­
ly bip the many people Interviewed© Other sources were 
rewarding, but proved wholly Inadequate In satisfying the 
requirements of a close investigation*
For the most part Informants were whits males who 
had held jobs In one or more of the towns pbulled* num­
bers of them filled positions of some responsibility* end 
their recollections were detailed and clear. Other Infor­
mants included whit© women and Negroes of both sexes. All 
had lived In company towns and shared a close association 
with the lumber Industry. They represented a good cross- 
section of the mill workers and mill town resident?;, since 
they included commissary clerks, steel-gang workers, loco­
motive engineers, quarter—bosses, and others of similarly 
varied experience In town and forest. In almost every 
case they seemed to recall life in the sawmill towns with 
real affection, and were more than willing to talk about 
a subject which, to them, represented the "good old day & *T- 
In fact, It was sometimes difficult to bring an interview 
to a close* The writer was uniformly treated with cour­
tesy* and was often invited into homos where he had the 
privilege of examining snapshots, maps, and other items 
which contributed to his understanding and knowledge of 
the settlements and their people.
It is felt that the bulk of the informat ton g&tned
by interview la reliable* The fact that a date may have 
been given incorrectly by a Tew years* that s. name might 
have been recalled Imperfectly* Is of little significance 
In a study of this kind* Several Informants were Inter­
viewed in connection with each town* and their statements 
coincided well* 'ahen circumstances permitted* the results 
of interviews were checked against publications* a test 
which served to enhance the reliability of the former* 
Early In the course of* this study a check sheet 
was developed for use during interviews* After a number 
of conversations with Informants it was realised that the 
amount of information being collected could not be trusted 
to memory for even short periods* Conversations ware 
often lengthy, and when such detailed inquiries v/er© 
made, at least the essentials of the material gathered had 
to be recorded at once* In ell some forty specific items 
were covered. The check sheets served the questioner In 
another capacity; when answers were Indicated In each 
blank on the form, It was certain that at least the most 
essential topics had been covered, and that the Interview 
was in large measure complete* A sample check sheet Is 
shown at the end of this chapter*
T-'o objections to the use. of check sheets during 
Interviews were experienced. Their necessity was ay.plained 
to the Informant©, and In most cases they ck ©mod to prefer 
the specific question©, ©specially at the b&ginnlng of the
interview* The sheets eouX<I be filled in with a minimum 
of distracting movement* a plus sign serving; to Indicate 
an affirmative answer* a ssero a reply of negative charac­
tor* The informants* as the interview progressed* were 
encouraged to assume the conversational lead* which they 
usually did without reluctance*
A portion of the check sheet was reserved* under 
the heading ”Remarks,” for notes of .special Interest* With 
the Informant*s aid sketch maps were draim on the roveroe 
sides of the sheets* Later these were compared with air 
photos and quadrangles* and brought into more correct pro- 
portion and orientation*
Maps and aerial photographs served primarily as 
sources of information supplementary to the Interviews* 
Informants were sometimes able* with these visual aids* 
to point out such things as street plans* specific buil­
ding sites, and sections occupied by the various racial 
groups* Such information was often recorded directly on 
the map or photo* yaps and air photos were also valuable 
in providing accurate cartographic bases on which naps 
of the settlements were reconstructed*
The writer vial tod each sawmill town site at 
least twice* Abundant evidence of fo2nor scttlo: mnt van 
often found, houses, mill foundat 1 ons* ponds, dsoa* and 
other indications of the location on: general nature of
the community* Maher and Llla&beth are 5till In exis­
tence* and visits to these active company towns wore 
rewarding.
Knowledge derived from local newspapers* parish 
histories, and similar sources was negligible compared 
to that obtained by Interview, and was chiefly of value 
In the preparation of the general history of lumbering 
In Louisiana which appears In Chapter ITT.
Town: hstab: Out cut:
Parish: Photo: Ciuadr-angle s
Lbr, Co: People? Prom:
House typess (whlto)__________  (Uegro)
Railroads:
Forms present (plus for yes, aero Tor no)bocrdlng House TwJ U!)school (V) J iL
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TKk oOCTTfWLST LOUISIANA LONG-LAAs' flhh. LISTL TCT
That portion of southwest Louisiana originally 
clothed In longle&f pine presented in Its virgin state a 
view of natural wealth and bounty at least equal to, and 
In many ways surpassing, anything the lumbermen had seen 
up to that time. The general physical attributes of that 
portion of the state, and the qualities of longleaf pine 
make these attractions obvious.
Longleaf fine (Plnus palustrla), often called 
**yellow pine,” has been described as the most Important 
timber tree of southern United States.^ Its unique com­
bination of properties has made It highly useful to man, 
and has led to the removal of the southern stands.
This tree grows slowly, gaining perhaps one-quartor
Inch in diameter yearly, and requiring 250-200 years for
othe development of a trunk diameter of thirty Inches.*"'
Wahlenburg states that in the Calcasieu region of Louisiana,
and as far north as Vernon and Bapldea parishes, old-growth
trees averaged about 110 feet in height and twenty inches 
3in diameter* Host of the bet ter logs were cut from trees
^J* B. Berry, Southern Woodland Treos (Chicago; 
World Book Co., 1924},” p* SUS.*""
2Ibid*, p* 34*
G. ft&hlenburg, Longleaf fine (Washingtons 
Charles Lathrop pack Forestry Foim^aTton, X34f), p. 215
16
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ranging In age from 150 to 200 years* Thin land west of
i'-the Mississippi was sald to have the test timber*1
The wood Is suited for .mimy uses* It Is attrac­
tive* and heavy* hard, durable, and strong, and not sub­
ject to warping or checking* In old-growth trees from 
one-half to two-thirds of the trunk are free of limbs, or 
"clear*n These various qualities make the wood useful for 
such dissimilar purposes as bridge timbers, ship and rail- 
road-ear construction, furniture, siding, and Interior 
house finishing*
Another property of the tree, resulting literally 
in its downfall, was the nature of the original stands®
The longleaf forests were remarkable X'or their clean, open 
appearance, almost entirely free of undergrowth. Photo­
graphs of virgin longleaf stands Indicate th&t they had 
the character of well-kept parks (sec Figure 1}® Forbes 
mentions that old settlers recounted how buggies could be 
driven through the woods without difficulty*^
Longleaf stands were notably pure, usually eighty 
per cent or more* A stand is considered "pure** if seventy-
ffive per cent of the trees in It are of on® species* Old 
4J* H. Foster, "Forest Conditions In Louisiana,” Forest Service Bulletin 114 (Washingtons United States Eepartment oi! Agriculture, 1912), p, 6.
5=,
hm Ti• Forbes, "The Why and the How of !■ oreafcry Jn Louisiana," Lepartment of Conservat'on bulletin ?;o® 13
m w iw  i i ’ i m t t  Ml * ,1II r i  n n ffljiu i, — wn*» iMfcMfl*i !,■»■!iiit■'■■**«**  1 ■ w jj f  UK*  .  i m w i w i m i i(New Orleans: State or Louisiana, 19^1), p* if,
Abahlonburg, op, clfc,, p, 46*nnwM tin imijii***
I- iirura 1: Pure stand of longleai pine,
hapides Parish, LouisInna.
hco
growth pine stands averaged twelve to thirty thousand board
rjfeet of lumber per acre over whole townships. Along
drainage lines longleaf gave way to narrow strips of other
species of pine or hardwoods# usually less than two miles
wide. The transition zone from longleaf'to other timber
types was characteristically very narrow# generally not
8more than a mile in width. This purity of stand was 
largely the result of the frequent fires which swept the 
area# fires set by nature# and more often by man. Fires 
were small# their frequency precluding the accumulation of
Qforest litter. Crown fires were almost unknown.
Longleaf seedlings are unusually fir© resistant#
while other species are easily killed. Fires In protected
forests are much more damaging to young trees. At Urania
a second-growth area containing blackjack oak# loblolly#
slash# and some longleaf' was deliberately burned after a
winter rain, practically all growth was killed# except
longleaf seedlings, and this again became the dominant 
10species• Other experiments have indicated tiia effects of
I. P. Eldredge, "Southern Forests Then and bow#1* 
Journal of Forestry# L (1352), 105.
Q
P. V. Emerson# "The Southern Long-leaf ;• 5no dolt#49 
Geographical Levlew# VII (1319), 61.
H* D. Boerker# Behold Our Green Mansions (Chapel 
Hills University of North Carolina p r e s s ? *
10K. H. Chapman# "Results of a Prescribed - ire at 
Urania# Louisiana# on Longleaf pin© l>nd#‘‘ of
Forestry# 71N (1947)# 121*
fire on mixed forests , and have even shown that longleaf
seedlings will grow more rapidly in burned areas, where
11plant diseases are less active*
According to Wahlenburgt
wIn the natural succession of forest types longleaf pine forms a subclimax; maintained through 
frequent burning of the forest floor* fire fur­
nishes the primary control of distribution of long- 
leaf pine under natural conditions, but its action 
is largely felt through Effects on competing spe­cies."**'
To other desirable qualities this longleaf district 
joined the advantage of great size* Its boundaries might 
roughly be represented by the area enclosed within a line 
drawn from Many southeastward almost to Alexandria# south 
and west to Oberlin and Lake Charles# west to Vinton# and 
finally north again to Many. Its dimensions are about 
ninety miles from north to south, with a maximum width of 
some sixty-five miles*
Geological conditions here favor the growth of 
longleaf pine# and facilitate logging activities. Bands of 
sedimentary rock outcrop in the area# striking generally 
northeast, and dipping gently southward* In the north, 
around Usher, small portions of the Jackson and Claiborne 
groups (Eocene) supported longleaf forests, but the greater
^P* C* Wekely and H. IT* Muntz, "Effect of prescribed 
Burning on Height and Growth of Longleaf Pin©," Journal of 
Forestry, XLV (1947), SOS.
ahlenburg» jojg• clt * , n. 55
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forest areas lay southward on successively younger sedi­
ments. Penfound notes that:
Mln general# the bocone was originally charac­
terised by shortloaf pine# whereas tho Ollgocene and Miocene were clothed with longleaf pine. The 
Pleistocene Included longleaf pine, hardwood©, and 
prairie communities* The Decent deposits Included 
neither,,pine forest nor prairie communitles , how- 
ever*”^
According to Browns
**Th© region was studied in connection with 
Fisk’s geological map (1938) and a strong correla­
tion was found between the geology and the vege­tation* The longleaf pine was on the terrace 
deposit© and absent from the Vicksburg formation **14• • •
Most of this area was well-drained and sandy# 
condition© which favored the growth of longleaf while ad­
versely affecting competing species* Soil moisture Is 
second only to fire as far as the distribution of longleaf 
pine Is concerned.
Southwest Louisiana presented no topographic 
break© which might have constituted real obstacles to log­
ging. The highest ground occurs In southeastern 5abln© 
and northern Vernon parishes# where elevations exceed 450 
feet in some places* From those Tertiary hills elevations
«?* T* Penfound, nPlant ‘Distributions In Deletion to 
the Geology of Louisiana,” proceedings, LouisIona Academy 
of Science©# (1943), p. 27.
^Clalr Brown# ’’Historical Commentary on th© niatri- butlon of Vegetation In Louisiana# and Some Leoont Observa­tions. n Proceeding©# Louisiana Academy of dances# (1943)# 
p. 45*
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decrease southward# the 25-foot contour line roughly mark­
ing the southern limit of longleaf* In almost all portions 
the district presents the appearance of low# gently rolling
hills* According to Hartmans "This region represents the
15easiest logging of any in the United States or Canada#1*
Host of the section is drained by the Calcasieu with 
its many tributaries joining it from the north and west*
The rail line from Leesvill© to t>© Quincy fairly v*ell marks 
the drainage divide, the area west of th© line generally 
draining into th© Sabine Biver# Many of the streams ar© 
intermittent, and most ar© easily bridged.
Climate plays no great part in determining the dis­
tribution of longleaf pin©*^® The tree Is found in regions
ITwhere mean annual temperatures rang© from 65° to 75? gore 
important is rainfall, th© tree requiring heavy surnnor rains 
to offset moisture losses by evaporation from sandy soils 
and transpiration during th© long growing season*
Such a climate placed no restrictions on logging* 
There was no cold season sever© enough to stop operations, 
and if heavy rains halted work in one place, it could be 
temporarily resumed in a better-drained area®
IB0. B# Hartman, "The Calcasieu pine district of 
Louisiana,” The Ames Forester, X (1922), 65®
16ft ©hi ©nbur g, loc* clt *
17Ibid., p. SI
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In describing the conditions which attracted the 
lumber industry to Louisiana mention should foe made of th© 
two other large longleaf pine districts then present in 
th© state. One lay In north Louisiana, centering in Winn, 
Caldwell, and La Salle parishes, the other in the Florid© 
parishes of ©astern Louisiana.
The lumberman has not been the only foe of longleaf 
pine* Insects, fungi, and rasorback hogs have done great 
damage* Some land was cleared for farm®, some was out by 
the early sawmillers and by farmers who sold logs to eke 
out a poor crop* In the south forests were damaged by 
hurricanes* Forbes mentions wharrlcan** timber, and ex~
]Qtensive stands near Merryvill© were blown down In 1918*
However, the longleaf district primarily fell vic­
tim to large-scale sawmllling. Physical condition© preva­
lent in the region and th© highly desirable qualities of 
longleaf pine are the reasons why such a vast forest was 
consumed In so short a time, and Indirectly suggest how 
overwhelming must have been the Invasion of tho mills*
^Forbes, og. olt*, p. 9*
19E* Kerr, "pine Tree Cov/boys 3tart a hew Era," 
Forest® and people, XI (1952), 15*
CHAPTER I I I
history o:* lumbering in Louisiana
The lumber Industry in Louisiana has progressed 
through several stages, the occurrence and duration of 
each depending upon factors which have Influenced the 
activities of lumbermen*
One such factor was th© demand for southern timber* 
Southern forest resources remained comparatively untouched 
until forests in the north were exhausted* Before 1680, 
for the most part, southern forest tracts had been required 
to fill only local demands, relatively small quantities 
of lumber had been shipped outside th© region* However, 
when the forests of th© northern states were gone, empha­
sis shifted southward, and lumbering here entered its most 
spectacular- and destructive phase*
The availability of timber was another factor in­
fluential In the progress of lumbering In Louie*lana* As 
long as large tracts of timber remained, th© big mills 
could be supplied in quantity sufficient to keep them 
operating at top capacity* The mills had to run contin­
uously, or they lost money*
Still a third factor affected lumbering* trans­
portation* I or generations practically all timber moved 
in Louisiana had gone down the waterways of the state*
The method was slow, but the requirements of the time 
were satisf i ©d*
n a
>:3
Only th© railroads could move logs fast enough 
over considerable distances to supply th© mills, or carry 
away the tremendous volume of lumber they produced. Tn 
the space of a few years railroads had been built through 
the great timber regions*
When the forests were so depleted that the large 
mills were obsolete* the motor truck became the mainstay 
of Louisiana lumbering* as it is today. Small mills 
could operate on the sparse timber left* supplied by the 
mobile and inexpensive truck*
Thus lumbering In Louisiana has experienced throe 
major stages or phases; an early phase, during which 
demand was small and logging operations were largely con­
fined to areas along streams; a middle phase* the ora of 
intensive logging, when the railroad became the prim© 
mover; and a final stage* the present* dominated by the 
small portable mill and Its servant, the motor truck.
Early phasei Luring the initial period of forest
exploitation In Louisiana, lumbering* as an industry*
was restricted to lands adjacent to waterways. No other
means of moving logs In quantity existed*
Xllls of the time were small, and at flrr-rt lumber
1was produced by whipsawing, often with olave labor, fuch
A. E. wackerman, harvesting Timber £ 
York; KcOr&w-Eill Book CoripariyT”^-^''^Ts « £!•
mills v*ere scattered widely along the Mississippi and
other streams in Louisiana* As early as 1803, however,
a atearn-powered mill was reportedly built in Low Orleans,
only to be burned by men who feared that the new machinery
2would throw them out of work as sawyers,,
As settlements were pushed up the principal water* 
ways of the state, th© number of sawmilla grew* In their 
excellent history of Northeast Louisiana the Williamsons 
mention the establishment of a sawmill near the present 
northern portion of Monroe about 1705.^ By 1810, accor­
ding to the census of that year, there were forty*three # 
sawmills operating in Louisiana* By IB40 this number 
grew to 139.^
One of these early mills was operated on Bayou 
Boeuf near Alexandria by the Bowie brothers, John, He sin, 
and James, in 1816* Oak, ash, and cypress were cut and 
sent down to Baton Rouge via the Boeuf, Red, and Missis­
sippi*^ Bougie© also mentions th© presence of sawmills 
along th© streams around Opelousas in 1602*
2f,Kew Orleans— Important Lumber Center, Special­izing In Kxport Trade,” Southern Lumberman, CXLIV (1031), 
1 5 7 .  ~  -------“
W* and L. II* Williamson, northeast Louisiana, Monroe, Louisiana: Historical R© c o r d ion'T'TjTJJ, 
pm 49.
43. P. Horn, This fascinating L\mi ou Business, 
(Indianapolisi The BoSS5=KerrniTOigan;, ."HJSTTTpTSO.
5C. L* Douglas, James Bowie, (r alias: ’Bank s, Up­
shaw and Company, 1944), p* *U«
A sterna sawmill was cutting pin© and cypress at 
Point Pleasant in Morehouse Parish in 1840,^ and in 1068 
Captain Billy Robinson built a mill at Shreveport. Timber 
out in the fall was rafted down to this mill on the Had 
Liver* s spring rises.
In supplying the mills of these early years raf­
ting operations were conduct©d on a large scale, and the 
method was applied to the finished products of the mills 
as well as logs. In the 1830f a eleven million wooden 
pipe staves were floated down the Ouachita from Columbia 
In a single tow*^
Although pine had been floated down to l$©w Orleans
as early as 1330, 1880 la generally regarded &a the big
year of rafting in southeastern Louisiana# In that year
logs cut In eastern Lo-ulslana were towed across Lake
Pontchartrain and through the canals to $ew Orleans mills*
Logs were also rafted out of the hod, Little, Black, and
9other tributaries to the Mississippi*
the streams of southwestern Louisiana served as 
timber road© feeding some of the first large mills of the 
state and probably eclipsed other streams in this respect*
6Williamson, clt., p# 71*
7James Boyd, HMfty Yoars In the Southern fine 
Industry,” Lou them hurab ©man, OILY (I9C1)> 27*
W i l l i a m s o n ,  o p . c l t # ,  p« 112.
”$Tew Orleans,” o|>* clt*, p# 157*
Around Lake Charles water transport of logs was an old 
story when mills farther inland were just getting into 
production*
Logs moved down th© streams of southwest Louisiana 
were of both cypress and longleaf' pin©* Cypress was cut 
during the fall and early winter* when the bottom lands 
were usually dry* The limb© were removed when the timber 
was out* and by the time the spring rises c m © the logs 
were fairly dry* At the time of cutting roads were 
cleared through the swamp growth* V’hen the water rose in 
the spring the logs floated, and were led through the 
roads to the main stream channels* In other eases, where 
timber was some distance from the stream* logs were cut 
and hauled by oxen to a place along the bank where they 
might be easily rolled ofi the wagons directly into the 
channel* These unloading points were called "dumps,” and 
numbers of them were used continuously for years*
Spring was the active season of log transport
along the southwestern streams* Th© Calcasieu could be
counted on for at least one freshet a year, usually in
June, and in 1885 a single rise in that river carried
between forty and fifty thousand logs southward* So many
logs went downstream that many could not be stopped, oven
though several booms were put across th© river* Large
20numbers of logs went all th© way to th© Gulf*
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The Sabine carried log® southward from Bayou Ana- 
11coco to Orange* Old settlers tall of sowing rafts on the 
Sabine made up entirely of longleaf pine, and up to one 
and one-half miles long. These were narrow rafts, con­
sisting of several log® bunched together in a small group, 
with other log group® attached to the rear, forming a chain 
rather than a solid raft or mass of logs* Some largo logs 
would not float, and were spiked to cross-pieces laid 
across two floaters, like yokes* Logs went down the 
Babin# to mills at Deweyvllle, Orange, and other places 
along th# river's lower reaches*
For the most part river boats were used to move 
logs for only short distances in southwest Louisiana* A 
few were operated on the lower Sabine, and others towed 
logs from th# Calcasieu bays across Lake Charles to mills 
around the lake*
Toward th© end of th# century lumber production 
in Louisiana was beginning to grow, although the peak out­
put was to be attained only after the railroads came*
Borne of the first big mills were supplied by water* In 
IS92 one of th# Krause and M&imgan Lumber Company mills
on the lower Calcasieu cut 148,000 board feet of lumber
12in eleven hours*
^■^Vernon parish Resources and Facilities {Baton
n iM IU IW M  ••OTW MMIW IM IU'1 WOTHj _Rouge: State or Louisiana Department of ?uaI3.c torka,1949}, p. a.
*20oyd, loo* clt*
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The map on page 31 (Plate III) Illustrates* in 
part# the routes along which logs were rafted in Louisiana* 
The writer made no effort to cover this subject in Its 
entirety*
At times the waterways of Louisiana harbored some 
of the more unscrupulous lumbermen active In the South*
By 1880 tlatoer 'Stealing on government land m s  common 
Inland from Atehafalaya Bay and along the Calcasieu and 
pearl rivers* Floating sawmills# frequently moved and 
easily hidden# were operated on the fringes of the forests* 
On one occasion a Federal agent seized 100,000 illegally 
out logs on Lake Charles* These had been cut by Henry J* 
Lutcher for the West Indies trade* Before the question of 
ownership of the logs had been decided in favor of th© 
United States the agent was forced to call for a revenue 
cutter to patrol the lake and for regular troops to guard 
the logs.^
Timber gpecul&tox’s were among the first to 
recognize the impending shift of lumbering to th® southern 
states* By 1870 two thirds of Louisiana timber was in the 
hands of some sixteen organizations# Kathan Bradley of 
Michigan bought 111,000 aeies of land in Louisiana* c* P® 
H&ckley of the same state bought 90,000 acres in the C&X** 
casieu Basin* Henry Lutcher and Q* B# Moore bought on©
*SR® 0* LI Hard* The Great Forest {Kerr Yorks A* A®
Knopf# 1947}# p* 171*
LOUISIANA
LOG-RAFTING ROUTES
and on©-haIT million acres In Louisiana and Isex as • A 
British cone©rn» the Horth American Land arid Timber Com­
pany, bought 960,000 acres In southwest Louisiana, helped
Introduce the first railroad to th© area, and brought In
ISsettler© from the hldwe&t*
In spite of the Increasing demands of the settlers-
26,600 rails were needed to fence one section of land‘d —
the frequent and often deliberately act forest fires, and
the ravages of the early lumbermen, the foresta of western
Louisiana stood almost untouched in I860* In 1897 the
longleaf pine® there covered more than two and one-half
mi111 cm acres, although mills around Lake Charles had cut
as much as 150 million board feet of lumber In a single
17year as early as 1892*
In his report of 1884 Sargent observed:
"The country between th© Mississippi Liver 
and the Kooky Mountains# now largely supplied with 
lumber from yichig&n, Wisconsin# and Minnesota# 
must for building materials soon depend upon the 
more remote pine forests of the Oulf region or 
those of the pacific coast. A great development 
in the now unimportant lumber-manufacturing In­
terest® In these regions may therefore be expected.
^Tbid., p* 188*
15Calcasieu Parish Resources and Pacuities (Baton 
Rouge: State of Loui'slahe DepartrnehfcToT 'pub 11©"Tork$, 1945) 
p. 16.
^Lillard, op* clt*, p* 79*
^Charles Mohr, "Timber Pines of the Southern 
United States," Division of Forestry Bulletin 15 (Washing­
ton s tin 1 fc ©d S tat as' t<epUr tmen't -olTlCgr i'cuYibur ©, 13797), p» 4 4«
Th© most valuable formats of th© state are .
still almost intact* • * Fin© has also been cut
along the Sabine Elver, from both forks of the 
Calcasieu, along the Had rivor in the neighbor* 
hood of Alexandria and Shreveport* « ^*18
The census of 1880 ranked Michigan first in lumber
production, with 1,649 forest-product establishments, 1,1k-
souri tenth with 881, Arkansas twenty-ninth with 319* In
that year Louisiana had 175 such establishments, employing
IQan average of less than six persons each*
Of special interest In Sargent1s report is hi® 
map, reproduced on page 54 of this study, which outlines
the then extant pine lands of Louisiana and the areas in
which cutting had been extensive* fthen thus portrayed 
cartagraphically, th© relationship between the early phase 
of lumbering and the waterways of Louisiana Is quite ap­
parent*
Middle phases For decades the growing population 
of the United States had made Increasingly hoavy demands 
on the northern forest areas, from the Kew England coast 
westward to the Lakes States. When the exhaustion of 
northern pineries became imminent, the Industry moved
18C* S. Sargent, Report on the Forests of North
_ , ^  _ M W M t b M M  ****** 4 II I' Ilf  HI I   M M M *  m i M M W I M l lH * * .America, Except of Kexioo, (SeoElngLoni novemmemtFrint-
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southward* This shirt of emphasis ushered in the middle
21phase of lumbering in Louisiana*
The newcomers to the southern forests found vast 
stores of timber awaiting them* in Louisiana the original
0*T)forest reportedly totalled som© twenty-two million acres 
The lumber industry accomplished Its southward, 
shift in a remarkably short time* In 1892, when Michigan 
held top rank in lumber production, Louisiana forests were 
already feeling the axe, and the all-time high of southern 
lumber production was reached only fifteen year® later*
Railroad expansion was essential to forest exploi­
tation* Th© logging railroads opened up hitherto remote 
areas, and became "• * • & particularly potent force In 
the development of the pin© forests of the south*****
Some of the big mills could demolish the virgin 
timber of an entire section of land In less than two weeks* 
and Louisiana railroad mileage grew accordingly* These 
new road3 were essential not only in supplying logs to 
the mills, but In carrying away their enormous outx̂ ufc*
By 1904 more than two thousand miles of logging railroads
21Korn, Qjp. cit*, p* 104,
22Mabel Brasher, Louisiana, A Study of the State 
(Atlanta: Johnson publishing C o m p a n y ), pTT/T ~~
23F* Moon and N* C* Brown, hi ©men t a of Forestry 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, is®*?), p. C’ST
24Horn, 0£. cit*, p* 127«
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f'1*had bean built into the southern pineries*'*'0 Fortier 
mentions that about 1905 Louisiana had three thousand 
miles of railroad and 322 miles of logging trams*®6 Host 
of the track was temporary, but some became part of the 
permanent rail system*®
The expansion of the railroad net in Louisiana 
and its correlation in time with the period of intensive 
logging Is revealed in the aerie© of maps which appear® 
in the following pages (Plates V , VX, VII * and VIXX) *
The lumbermen found themselves In a most fortunate 
situation* Apparently limitless forests of some of the 
world* s finest timber were at hand, and the demand for 
forest products was tremendous* The forest© themselves 
were a logger1 a dream— clear and open--proraising the 
cheapest and most rapid of logging operations* Feather 
rarely Impeded cutting,**® and the flow of log© from forest 
to mill was limited only by the capacity of men and ma­
chines*
The price of standing timber, even In the peak 
years, remained low* Stumpage prices of longleaf went
®%* w* Davia, ”Th© Yellow-pine Lumber Industry in 
the South,11 Review of Reviews, XXIX (1904) * 445*
®6Alcee Fortier, Louisiana (Century Rlatorical 
Association, 1914), II, 1 W * """
0*7Foster, op* cit*, p* 6*





















from ten cents a thousand board feet in 1880 to ten dol~
29lars a thousand in 1923. After the Missouri Pacific 
extended its line from Alexandria to Columbia, longleaf 
in Caldwell Parish sold for less than $3.50 an acre.30 
For the most part landholders were willing to sell® Cut­
ting the pin© represented a chance to make money on land 
that had previously been unproductive®
Labor presented no real problem to the mill oper­
ators® Many of the skilled workers and supervisory per­
sonnel came south with their employers# but the majority 
of workers were recruited from among the local inhabitant®# 
both white and Negro® Some Swedes were brought in from
the Lake States to work in the lumber camps of Texas and
51western Louisiana. In a number of instances Mexican 
laborers were hired# but their presence In the Industry 
was of short duration® Negroes did most of the woods 
work In central Louisiana# and in north Louisiana much of 
the common labor was don© by white men® For poor hill 
farmers the choice between the precarious existence of a 
small farm and a cash wag© of Jl®50 for an eleven-hour 
day was not a difficult one. A man could nearly always
OQV.ahlenburg# op® cit 0 # p. 17®
•Xf)L® B. CottIngham# Sr« # A History of Caldwell 
Pariah, Louisiana (Kelly» LouisianalT^oS)*, "p® “Eol
31Davis, op® cit., p. 55.
52 ̂Foster, op«> cit®, p. 1.




get a job during the peak years of Louisiana lumbering*
It he was fired in the morning ho could walk down the 
track to the next mill and be at work again before dark®
In some Instances the mill workers and loggers 
were not the most desirable elements of the population#
CottIngham^ describes those he knew as the rtriff-raff of 
creation/’ and relates that they sometimes took over pas­
senger trains between Alexandria and Columbia® For th© 
most part the men seem to have been superior to this 
opinion# and as a rule the lumber companies did all they 
could to promote orderly conduct* Unemployed men were 
encouraged to ’move on#n this policy being applied with 
special vigor in the case of Negroes*
iOccasionally the sawmill towns were rather crude," 
but the settlements were not ”shanty-towns»lf̂  The lumber 
companies made definite attempts to advance their good 
reputation and make them attractive* In many cases th® 
facilities and conveniences enjoyed by the inhabitants 
were superior to anything seen In the older native com­
munities. Schools, medical car©, the privilege of buying 
at the company commissary, electric lights and running 
water, and other advantages made life rather pleasant.
33Cottlngharc, op# cit., p. 537.
3%S*e*8on, o£. cit., p. 85.
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Good wages and attractive living conditions drew
man to the sawmills until in 1909 lumbering In Louisiana
was second only to th© mariuf&etur© of sugar and molasses
as an industry* According to the census of 1910 the
former employed In this state 46,072 people, with an
annual production valued at $62,830,000* ^
lake Charles became the first great center of
logging and lumber production in Louisiana. Sargent
states In his 1084 reports
w. ♦ • principal point of lumber manufacturing 
Is Saint (slej Charles, in Calcasieu Parish, on 
the southern border of the western pin© forest. 
Lumber manufactured here 1® shipped east and west 
by rail, and in sm&Jl schooners to Mexican and 
West Indian ports.
The Ferklns and Miller Lumber Company came into 
existence in 1873, and In 1932 was still operating as the 
Krause and Managan Lumber Company, Limited. Mills cut at 
Westlake from 1882 until 1920. In spite of their depen* 
dance upon water transport, these mills were large-scale 
operations, and steam skidders were In use as early as 
1098.36
Operations farther from waterways waited for the 
railroads. When the Kansas City Southern began extending 
Its line southward from Shreveport, new lands were opened 
to th© logger. Earlier, th© Texas and pacific traversed
g*
^Sargent, op* olt., p. 557.
^Boyd, loc. cit.
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the longleaf district of western Louisiana* and a mill
37began operating at Victoria in 1882. However* the boom 
was delayed until the Kansas City southern was completed 
southward in 1897* This provided a north-south axis from 
which lines could be extended east and west* Soon a 
series of lateral lines linked the K* C. 3. with north- 
south lines through Alexandria*
Bollnger* two and one-half miles south of Plain 
Dealing* was formerly Martin Switch* site of the Martin 
Lumber Company mills, cutting ten to twelve million board 
feet yearly* Frost Lumber Industries* Inc., had mills at 
Trout and Spring Hill* Other companies had mills at &1- 
lent own and at Zwolle* the latter built in 1898* The
♦JtQ
Fisher mill has run continuously since 1899* and was 
the first large plant in Sabine Parish*^
Elsewhere the story was much th© same. Before 
1900 a mill was In operation at Puddock* St* Jo!in the 
Baptist Parish* and from Garyvill© more than 07,000 car­
loads of lumber were shipped out between 1903 and 1931.
57 Ibid,
50
J. G* Bel isle* History of Sabine Parish (ihny* 
Louisiana: Sabine Banner press, TSlBTV^pT W & Z
®P* A* Bloomer, "Fisher, Louisiana, A hill That 
Once Cut Out* How plans to Eun ’From How On**" The Gulf 
Coast Lumberman, XXXVII (I960), 22. ~
^Belisle, op. cit., p. 282.
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The latter mill cut one hundred thousand board feet daily,
and between 1915 and 1922 had payrolls averaging 11,062,000® 
41annually* Land around 'Dry Prong, Grant Parish, was being
42 45lo^ed in 1916, and at Urania in 1910. Thirty-eight
thousand acres of timber were cut near Merryville, north**
western Beauregard Pariah, between 1910 and 1921, steam
akiddere being brought i» to remove fallen trees more
rapidly following the hurricane of 1918.**
Calcasieu Parish mills had largely ”©ut out*—
halted work due to timber depiction— by 1925,*® but farther
north the end came some years later* Vernon Parish reached
its peak of production in 192Q, with eleven big mills in
operation, some of which ran night and day for years* in
a twenty-year span th© assessed value of Vernon Parish
timber dropped from forty to six million dollars* By 1958
seventy per cent of the parish had been cleorcut, or
41J« M* Eyr&ud and D* J* Millet, A History of St*
John the Baptist Parish (Marrero, LouislanirTTTope HavenF55Sft TOSSY71 "n" TgyT"'..« * w 3 a  , Xvwer  ̂  , P *  J v  •
*̂ X>* Bruce and C* A* Blackford, "Use of Fir© In 
Natural regeneration of Longleaf Fin©,” Journal of For­
estry, XXVITT (1950), 114* B~" ~  "
45Chapman, op® cit*, p. 121*
**Kerr, loc* cit*
45Calcasieu Parish, ££* cit®, p* 17.
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stripped or its timber, and natural forest regeneration
had been largely ruined by the steam skld&ers, which des~
46treyed uncut trees#
Under the widely held "cut out and get out" policy  ̂
the intensive phase of X,ouiaiana lumbering could not last 
long* Southern pine production declined steadily after 
191®, and the industry shifted its center of activity to 
the west coast*^7
The rapidity with which big-time lumbering had 
entered Louisiana was matched by the speed of its depar­
ture# The logging railroads were taken up, the mills 
dismantled, and the towns deserted# Along on© railroad 
line in western Louisiana twenty-three sawmill®, each 
cutting more than 100,000 board feet of lumber a day, 
went out of existence In five y e a r s Southwest Louisi­
ana was left with the largest tract of cle&reut land west 
Of th© Mississippi: on® million acrea*^ The big mills 
needed a continuous flow of logs for profitable operations, 
and only smaller mills could subsist on the restricted
^Vernon Pariah, og# cit#, p# 17,
47Moon, 0£ • cit•, p# 243*
48Ibid.. p. 261.
49J. &• Cruikshank, "Forest Resources of Southwest 
Louisiana," Forest Survey Release No# 43 (Hem- Orleans: 
Southern F orest fjcperiment"nS'€a'£1 on, 19<T9>), p# 1#
50forest areas that remained*
The decline in lumbering was attended by shifts of
population* Between 1920 and 1930 Allen* Beauregard* end
Vernon parishes lost almost ten thousand people* while in
th© seme decade Calcasieu gained almost nine thousand*^
In Vernon and Beauregard sixteen large ml lie* each with
towns of at least one thousand* had cut out and were aban-
52doned by 1933* A few of the larger mills continued to 
operate* as at Fisher, Zimmerman, and Longleaf* Others 
turned to another product* as at Elisabeth, but most of 
them have disappeared* The recent closing of the large 
Louisiana Central Lumber Company mill at Clarks, Caldwell 
Pariah, indicates the general trend of the large mill 
toward decline*^ This mill reportedly manufactured over 
a billion board feet of lumber during Its fifty years of 
operation* Until recently th® company employed some 600 
mem at Clarke*
The series of maps on the pages irancdi&tely fol­
lowing show the transitory nature of the sawmill towns of 
western Louisiana, and Illustrate how rapidly this phase?
K* Stone, C* F. Evtina, and h* r;* nine, "For­
estry on Large Ownerships In th© South," yearbook of Ag­
riculture (Washingtons Government PrIntihg’ bffTce } p
j r m z
51Cruikshank, op* eft *, p* 2* 
sgibia,, p. 25.
® The Shreveport [Louisiana! limes, February 21, 1953.
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of forest exploitation has passed# The towns shown are 
those selected for this study#
hate phasei The virtual exhaustion of the virgin 
forests of the South did not herald th© extinction of th© 
limber industry# as some had anticipated# Recent years 
have witnessed the ©mergence of the small portable sawmill 
as th© major producer of lumber# These * pec Seer wood” mill© 
operate profitably since the scattered forest remnants 
can be reached by road and highway# and can provide the 
small volume of logs required by each mill#
The small sawmill is not a newcomer to th© Indus-* 
riel scene# Mills of low capacity have long been active 
in this country* Of some 50,000 sawmills operating in 
the United States in 1009, seventy-f iv® per cent cut less 
than a million board feet yearly*
The significant ©hang© in lumbering in recent 
years has been in th© growing volume of lumber produced 
by lesser plants relative to the output of th© large mills*
The increasing importance - of small sawmills as
S4lumber producers was noted by Boisfonteln© in 1984*“ :io 
observed that as early as 1929 more than half our total 
pin© production was cut by small mills# At that time the 
average portable mill employed three or four men ana ran 
about seventy-five days a year* Occasionally it became
^A* S* Boisfontaine, "The Small Hill— Tts Aw#?J-cening 
and Development,n Journal of Forestry, XX'.' (1937), p* 137.
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cheaper to move the mill to the timber# especially if the 
move insured a timber supply sufficient Tor a elx-mnbhs’ 
run*
In 1934 there were approximately 8#000 sawmills 
operating in Louisiana# southern Arkansas# Mississippi, 
Alabama# Georgia# Florida# east Texas# southwest Okla­
homa# southern South Carolina, southeast Missouri# and 
western Tennessee* Of the pine mills in this group# 
ninety-two per cent had a capacity of less than 20,000 
board feet of lumber daily*^ Ul&ny of the larger mills 
of a decade or two earlier could have produced ten times 
that volume#
Louisiana had 367 sawmills in 1957# but only ten 
per cent of them had a daily capacity of more than 40#000 
board feet* It should be noted that these small mills 
combined to produce# in that same year# no less than six­
ty-eight per cent of Louisiana*s lumber*^ Crulkshenk
reported 95 sawmills active in southwest Louisiana In 1937,
5772 of them turning out less than 40,000 board feet daily*
°^1# P# El dr edge, Sawmills In the Lower South,” 
Forest Survey E d  ease Ko* 25 (Kew Orleans; Southern Forest 
Exper'irnenV b t&troii#1 19OT)# p* 2*
56E* K# Winters# G* B. Lord# and I* F. Lldredge# 
’Louisiana Forest r,©sources and Industries,” M1 acellaneoua 
publication no. 519 (Washington; united States Lepartmenb 
of Agrlcu'Iiure, Y3?3), p* 4.
P.»7Cruiksshank# op* cit*, p* 25*
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The accompanying map of Louisiana pine and hardwood mill 
locations (Plate XII) clearly show® the numerical superior!* 
ty of the small sawmill* Of 496 mills listed by the Loui­
siana Forestry Commission as active in the state in 1946t 
only sixty-nine out more than five million board feet yearly. 
The Fullerton plant turned out that amount in less than a 
month.
Today the team of motor truck and portable sawmill 
has become the hallmark of lumbering In Louisiana* and in 
this present phase of operations the r ©mining large mills 
have also come to rely heavily upon the truck.
Of the three stages through which lumbering has 
progressed in Louisiana* the second ia held to be of 
special geographic significance* In ©n interval of a few 
decades men destroyed or damaged the forests of the state* 
and In so doing altered their natural environment to a 
marked degree. In the process of exploitation th© 
bermen planted elements and patterns of a cultural nature. 
Some have persisted, even though the combination of human 
and natural circumstances which brought them Into being ©r 
otherwise led to their importation no longer prevails*
LESS THAN 40,000  
BOARD F E E T DAILY
4 0 ,0 0 0  OR M O R E  





LOUISIANA SAWMILLS ~ 1937
AFTER WINTERS, WARD, AND ELDREDGE
c m n m  m  
s-ottbwjsst umtsim& mmmam
Thy Sawmill Towns i The sawmill town a of southwest 
Louisians. loft ample evidence of their former ©listen©# in 
th© surviving complex of culture-*geographic traits*
The towns were built to produce lumber# and In th# 
selection of mill loo&tion# only oon»literstlon© pertinent 
to lusiber production In volume prevailed* Sit## were gen­
erally well within the Xongleaf district* settlement© in 
marginal area© sometimes forced to turn to other
forest©* utilising other pines or hardwood#*
All th# town# studied war# situated on rmil lines* 
Large mills ©ailed for log# in great nvustoera* and for a 
flow of timber not subject to seasonal fluctuation* Towns 
were most numerous along th# .main railroad lines* but nuar* 
hors wore built in the heart of the longleaf district» 
linked to the main lines by spurs*
Other factors Influenced sit# selection to a cota** 
paratively minor degree* rater supply for mill and town 
Is a case in point* Supplies were usually adequate# since 
streams capable of filling ponds were numerous# and a de­
pendable water source was not too difficult to locate In 
moat Instances* f*here surface waters proved inadequate# 
deep wells were drilled*
Almost every function performed In association 
with the town directly or Indirectly had. none part to play
5 5
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in supplying the mill with logs and converting those logs 
into lumber* Her© were concentrated all th© facilities* 
human and mechanical, for forest exploitations large and 
effioient mills of high capacity, highly skilled admini­
strators and technicians, and a large semi-skilled and 
unskilled labor force*
Th© professional people of the town were charged 
with the task of keeping the labor force healthy, secure* 
and reasonably content., Doctors, ministers, barbers, 
clerks were all at hand to serve the men who served the 
mills* The lumber company responsible for the presence 
of all these people automatically assumed the direction 
of many of their affairs* Babies were born in company 
hospitals, housewives bought their groceries at a company 
store, and families lived in houses built arid owned by the 
company* Order was maintained by parish deputies paid by 
the company. Few towns ever existed in Louisiana with a 
greater singleness of function than those devoted to lum­
bering*
Unity of function contributed to the development 
of a settlement possessing a high degree of self-contain­
ment and cohesiveness, but also was directly responsible 
for Its virtual extinction* When th© town destroyed the 
timber nothing remained to Justify th© settlement’s con­
tinued existence* Older settlements could discharge 
functions beyond th© rang© of th© lumber Industry, and 
even absorbed that of th© sawmill towns to a great degree,
m
acquiring sawmills a© appendages to thetr older bodies?*
Ko single sawmill tmm, could h# said to ©raot-Sy 
resettle another, yet they did possess a number of traits 
to eomron which set them apart* A visitor to one sawmill 
town would later he able to Identify another, even, though 
there might be strong dissimilarities* retailed descrip­
tions of the towns Investigated during the preparation of 
this report appear to append to a.
The sawmill towns were Organ!mod- alchg purely 
functional lines* They were divided Into sharply defined 
sections, each hawing a specific task to perform relative 
to the functioning of the entire settlement* Individual 
sections wore separated, set apart by some group of struc­
tures or other feature*
The mills themselves dominated the cultural land­
scape, including as they did the tallest and buil­
dings la the pineries of southwest Louisiana* &©b only 
were they visually impressive, but audibly as we-11* The 
sounds of th# mill reached every part of the town, and 
lives were regulated by toe mill thistles*
The principal component of the mill plnnt m g  the 
pine m111, along with the planer mill* In their Immediate 
vicinity were the dry kilns» lumber yard, end rmchtoe shop* 
The latter was, in It a older fora, a bl&cUsmi th shop* but 
as the mills grew;.and transport system developed the stmt~.ll 
Chops became large eatobliehmants capable of inking smjor
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repairs to mill equipment end railroad railing stock* 
Standpipes and generators at th© mill furnished water 
and electricity to the entire settlementG
Mill ponds were almost universally built at the 
mills. They served as storage areas where reserves of 
logs could be accumulated against periods of bad weather 
or any event which might slow the progress of loggers at 
th© f ronto Mill ponds also cleaned the logs of dirt and 
gravel which might Injure the saws*, and logs stored there 
were easily handled and brought into the mill. Where 
water supplies wore deficient* reserve ponds were dug* 
and water stored there was transferred to the main pond© 
as required. Most ponds were made by damming creeks* 
but others were entirely artificial*
Lumber at the mill wa© usually moved on ^dollies*** 
heavy two-wheeled cart© drawn by mule©. "Polly-run’1 mules 
were housed in barns near th© mill* th© area around the 
barn being enclosed by a high board fence and called a 
* corral*” Mules Used at the front were kept In corrals and 
bams built for them there* In some* instances dolly-run 
mules were replaced by battery-powered electric tractors* 
or by shortened Ford trucks* The accompanying map {Plate 
XIII) Illustrate® a typical sawmill plant*
In each sawmill town there was a section devoted 
to providing the more essential goods and service.®* dome 
conveniences and necessities wore occasionally furnished 
by nearby settlements* but for tho most part the mill tovm 
took care of its own*


















The commissary was the commercial heart of the 
community® This was a department store owned and run by 
the company, and there the mill employees and their fam­
ilies bought the bulk of the everyday item© they consumed* 
Such stores were ordinarily superior to anything seen In 
other small communities, since they were so large and 
well-stocked* Without leaving the building on© might buy 
a pound of bacon, a bo* of shotgun shells, a gallon of 
kerosene, a rocking chair, end a pair of overalls® in 
many cases the commissary building housed other facilities 
as well* It was not uncommon for the barber, the-doctor, 
the deputy, and others to occupy office space under the 
same roof.
Almost everything sold in the commissaries was 
brought In by rail, including foodstuffs. Local farm© 
made practically no contribution to the economy of the^ 
town®
Also bridging the gap between mill and town were 
the company offices* These were ordinarily situated In 
a frame structure near the commissary® A© a rule the 
office building was large, perhaps two stories high* In 
It were housed most administrative operations relative to 
company business activities® The building frequently 
served as a bank, often having a large brick end sfceol 
vault* A few of the larger' towns had brunch banks from 
older communities*
Boarding houses were also prominent In the town* &
§1
commercial districts* L&rg© frame structure®, these 
house® were almost Invariably two stories high, or even 
three* Sometimes the more pretentious were dignified 
with the appellation " h o t e l b u t  their conformation to 
general type rarely varied* Boarding houses were not 
only sleeping quarters but dining places as well* Cafes 
or restaurants wore quite common*
Some towns had halls where motion pictures wore 
shown several times a week* Often the theater was housed 
In a separate wooden building, but in other instances the 
pictures were shown in other structures*
Almost all settlements bad a small post office and 
barber shop* The company doctor had a downtown office, 
which served the town as drug dispensary* A depot end 
ice house complete the general picture of the commercial 
district, the latter a small structure from which loo, 
brought in by train, was sold.
Though the foregoing may present an apparently x 
drab conception of a sawmill town business district, it 
la more attractive when compared to that of the typical 
small settlement of those days* Certainly tho mill town 
residents felt that the facilities available to them 
were superior to those of many older communities*
tthlte residential districts were almost Invariably 
located near the commercial sections and. relatively iso* 
lated from the mills and Negro quarters* In general they 
Included dwellings, churches, and schools. They were laid
out on & regular# grid-like plan# with widely spaced 
houses* Yards were large# and outbuildings numerous*
Lumber companies usually endeavored to make these 
areas attractive# Trees were planted# streets were graded# 
and electric light© were installed* vaster was usually 
piped from the mill# though this might not include bath­
room facilities# Bath© were usually installed at the 
resident* a expense* Sometime© water came from wells dug 
at each house# or perhaps shared by several families*
White residence© were remarkably uniform in con-
-'f-
struct Ion and appearance#,. Most common was the pyramidal 
house# and to a lesser degree the bungalow* Houses with 
pyramidal roofs# that is# sloping upward at the same angle 
from all four sides toward a central point# are universal 
in their distribution in Louisiana# and are found with many 
variations. The sawmill variety is distinguished by its 
rather small size# square floor plan# and single story* 
Compared to many house© with approxIm&toly pyramidal roof®# 
the company house was stark in its simplicity* J&mgalows 
were single-story houses# with gable© facing front and 
rear# and usually two rooms wide and two or three rooms 
deep.
Possibly of more significance than- houa© type a© 
a distinguishing trait of the sawmill town was the remark­
able degree of uniformity In house construction* This 
practice in company housing is frequently seen In towns 
which existed prior to the advent of lumbering*© second
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phase* On the following peg© photographs of company 
houses at E-e bidder and Oakdale Illustrate this uniformity 
{Figures 2 and 3).
Pyramidal and bungalow types of construction were 
adapted to msny buildings other than dwellings* The former 
wss eapecielly popular In boarding housea, eel 10cls , and 
other large structures* More complete descriptions of 
company houses appear In Appendix A*
Aside from dwellings and their outbuildings* few 
elements of Hie hurnn landscape were to be seen In whit© 
residential areas* Only the schools for/white children 
and the churches wore prominent* The former was a wooden 
building, on© or two stories high* with classes rarely 
beyond the seventh grade* Older children often commuted 
to high schools in nearby communities*
As a rule only one church was built for the white' 
residents of a sawmill town* Joint services were held at 
these "Union* or "Federated* churches. Occasionally the 
various denominations held services at different hours of 
the day*
Few cemeteries were opened by whites in these 
towns, since most seem to have been aware that the settle­
ment© were not permanent* Interments were generally made 
at cemeteries In older nearby communities, and occasionally 
at the home town of the da ceased* even though this night 
be in another state. Cemeteries were usually in the vi­
cinity of the church*
Figure St Coajpeny houses, 0e Rldder. Bungalows w i W  Imitation hriek siding.
Figure 3j Company houses* Oakdaleo Bungalows, 
unpalnted board-and~bafcten»
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Hegr© residential areas were usualiy clo&e to the 
mill** somewhat removed from the commercial districts and 
quarters occupied by whites* lards were small, house® 
closely spaced* sad streets act as carefully laid out sad 
maintained as in other parts of the town*
House types in the typical Kegro quarter varied- 
extensively, Often pyramidal, bungslow, log^pen, and 
shotgun houses were all represented, The term ” log-pen11 
is used In reference to houses derived f r m  the early log 
cabins of the pine-forest areas of Louisiana, The w shot­
gun* house is narrow, one room wide and two or more deep,^ 
The last named was most cosnson, and was seen or described 
In connection with most settlements studied,./Although 
usually unpointed, the Ifegro homes were rather well con­
structed* Some were found which had been continuously 
occupied for more than forty years*
About half the iegro quarters studied had ceme­
teries, and at least on® church* Schools were provided 
with a frequency only slightly less than for whites, 
classes being taught through the seventh grade* Kes»e also 
were found fcb© boarding houses or * sleeping quarter*** oc­
cupied by the unmarried m m  of the quarter*
*F* S* Knlffen, ^Louisiana House Types,* Annals of
the Association of American Geographers, yxvi (1S5BTT“pf* 
T m ^ m r ‘ The ScSuie'1Types mentloHSd above are described
In this quantitative and qualitative study of some clement© 
of the Louisiana landscape*
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Mexican laborers were isolated from both whit© and 
Negro in a quarter of their own , even poorer in human com­
forts than those of the latter® Never numerous , they did 
not constitute a major population element in any town, and 
never remained long in any one placeo Brought in to help 
with advance work of mill and town construction, or as 
track maintenance workers, they were replaced aa the
d'
permanent labor force was recruited®
Administrative functions in the sawmill town were 
discharged by the lumber company® Even the town officials 
elected by popular vote were paid by the company®
One of the most active company representatives v.-as 
the T?quarter-boss.n This man— some of the larger towns had 
several-~was usually a peace officer deputized by parish 
authorities at the request of the company, which paid his 
salary® He was charged with other duties according to need 
and ability®
Another representative of the mill owners, the 
company doctor, did much to keep th© settlement functioning 
smoothly® He was paid a regular salary by the company, 
augmented by th© fees collected, from his patients® Such 
fees were usually small®
In every settlement studied life was quiet and 
orderly® No saloons were mentioned, and men seeking ox™ 
citement in large quantities were forced to look ©la©where* 
Saloons, or n barrel-houses,5* wore occasionally operated 
by individuals at places somewhat removed from company
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properties» usually in older communities® Alexandria, 
hake Charles, and other cities provided entertainment 
not found in the company towns®
The Lumber Camps; Visible culture traits peculiar 
to the lumber industry were not limited to the sawmill 
towns® Extensions of these settlementa were built into 
nearby forest areas, and small replicas of them were often 
set up at points miles away from the parent centers®
These small establishments, or t?ccusps,” were built 
close to the front® Some included facilities adequate for 
family life— a store, houses, a doctor, a corral and bam, 
and railroad sidings where equipment could be stored®
Some companies did not maintain camps at mil, but sent men 
and animals to the front daily by train®
The shotgun houses at the camps were usually about 
twelve feet wide and twenty-eight feet long, and wore used 
primarily because of their portability® It was said that 
two or three men could ready a shotgun for moving in about 
five minutes® The fir® in the stove was put out and the 
windows were closed® The props wore knocked out from 
under the porch roof, which swung down to cover th© end of 
the building® Porch floors were slipped under the house, 
and th® whole thing was picked up by a steam loader and 
placed on a flat car* Anchored there by cables, the 
houses were sometimes simply loft on the cars during the
0 8
entire nr© of th© camp.
Corral© and b m s  sheltered animals used at the 
front* Oxen were most commonly used for a long time* 
continuing in service until recent year®* Eventually 
they were in great measure replaced by mu lea* Both were 
used primarily to move logs from the cutting areas to- the 
trams* Mules were also frequently employed in grading 
tram roads* Horses were used only as mounts or to haul 
the skidder tongs from the skldder platform back to the 
cutting area*
The Steam Ski ciders and Logging Trams* The steam 
skldder was very extensively used* and left an Indelible 
mark on tee pineries of southwest Louisiana* The move­
ment of logs by skldder inevitably destroyed any uncut 
timber end young trees which might have regenerated the 
forests naturally.
Connecting the sawmill with activities at the 
front was the logging "tram** a precariously built and 
Impermanent standard-gauge railway* Only one narrow- 
gauge line was found In the entire region*
Many traces of these trams are yet visible. The 
saps of Vernon and Allen Parish trams {Plates XTY and 
XV) were taken from air photos* The Fiaher-Victoria 
tram map {Plate XVI) was copied from a map kept by a former 
logging superintendent who worked for many years In that
area#
As the trams cams Into disuse the rail© were 
taken up and the rights-of-way fell into disrepair# in 
a few places the line of a tram still sees service as a 
rural road#
The right-of-my was staked out by the logging 
superintendent# the man primarily responsible for getting 
logs to his mill# He had to avoid steep grades and keep 
bridge construction to a minimum. He had to-use as few 
rails as possible, and yet stay within the limits of com­
pany land# He had to lay track so that in the event log­
ging was halted in one place by bad weather# a better- 
drained area could be reached and time loss would be mini­
mised# Eis ability to deliver logs to the mill at low 
cost to a .groat degree determined the margin of profit th© 
company made on its lumber*
Where terrain permitted# as on the terrace sur­
faces in the south# regular and systematic tram routes 
were followed# exhibiting patterns of great uniformity 
(Flat© XV)* On more uneven surfaces# such as the habine 
and Vernon hills# trams were forced to conform more closely 
to local topography# An irregular but more practical 
pattern resulted (Flat® XIV)*
Track was not laid on all these lines simultaneous­
ly# As fast as th© timber of an area was removed# the rail 
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LOGGING SPURS AND TRAMS
CHRISTIE
SERVING VICTORIA AND FISHER
SABINE PARISH 1920
U&p of trasa sj steal serving 
Fisher and Victoria*
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This was considered the hardest physical labor In the- in­
dustry, and was done almost exclusively by Megro or uexl- 
ean laborers organised into "steel gangs**1
hogs bunched at the trams were loaded on flat cars 
by steam loaders and moved to th© mills* Most locomotives 
were woodburners and were called "rod*’ engines to disting­
uish them from the less common "shay*" The shay was a 
small locomotive geared to move heayy loads up steep grades, 
and lacked speed* Wherever possible rod engines were used, 
and were much more frequently seen along the trams* Fuel 
for the engines was stacked along the track by contract 
haulers, usually men from nearby farms* Examples of these 
locomotive typos are Illustrated on page 75 (Figure* 4 and
*■* • 9
Summary and Conclusionss The lengleaf-* pine dis­
trict of southwest Louisiana was practically untouched by 
loggers before 189$ * Logging operations had generally 
been restricted to lands adjacent to major waterways* Logs 
moved along the streams to Lake Charles, a major sawmillIng 
center* As the forests of the northern states were ex­
hausted, the demand for southern timber, particularly long- 
leaf pine, grow rapidly* Pallroads were built into southwest 
Louisiana, and logging and milling were Inaugurated there on 
& greatly magnified scale*
The construction and peopling of numerous a&wmlil 
towns constituted the most Intensive cultural invasion
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Figure 5: Shay engine* built by Llxoa Locomotive
Viorks * 1699* Tioar Longle&f * hapldea 
Parish*
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Figure 0 s Work car used to carry workers from
tons to front0 Hoar hongioaX, Rapides 
Parish,
Figuro 7s Flat cars used In hauling Ion®* 
Fear Longlo&f» Hapidos Parish*.
Figure 8s Abandoned right-of-way* Cravens 
to Fullerton * Vernon Parish®
Figure 9s Abandoned right-of-way near Alco# 
Vernon Parish*
hitherto experienced in southwest Louisiana* Of compara­
tively short duration, it nevertheless overwhelmed and 
almost obliterated pre-existing cultural landscape forms® 
Some it adapted to Its own needs and services#
In the course of th© three decades following the 
turn of the century the longleaf forests were destroyed, 
end the lumber industry, as then constituted, almost ceased 
to exist in the area*
The impact of th© great mills upon the landscape 
is revealed in the stretches of cutover land and second- 
growth forest which replaced the virgin lengls&f, and in 
the elements and patterns of human occupance which comprise 
the visible record of man*$ activity* This record la, at 
least in part, the subject of this study*
This investigation comprised essentially an inquiry 
into the nature and origins of the various physical instal­
lations the lumber industry introduced or adopted on a 
large scale in the pineries of southwest .Lo-ulairam# From 
a study of the sawmill towns and associated features much 
might be learned of the forms which compose th© present- 
day cultural landscape*
Identified with th© sawmill towns are the followings 
houses of pyramidal, bungalow, single end rouble log*pen 
derivatives, and shotgun types; logging trams; mill ponds; 
and company housing districts or quarters, in ~&.lch .great 
homogeneity of construction prevail©*
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All of these element a have persisted# Some have 
become obscure* but all are visible at sawmill towns still 
In existence, at the sites of former towns * or where th© 
lumbar Industry attached Its forms and patterns to pro- 
existing settlements*
Ko single form Is more widely associated with v
the Industry than the pyramidal house# studies of Loui­
siana house types have indicated that it is almost uni­
versal In Its distribution within the state* and that it 
was introduced chiefly through th© agency of lumbering#
This report can do little more than lend further substance 
to this conclusion*
The pyramidal house moved Into southwest Louisiana 
from the north* following the two major railroad lines 
Into the area* The accompanying map {Plate XVII) of house 
type distributions shows its occurrence In the tomi studied# 
extending southward and finally giving way to other varieties 
of cons true tIon *
Only custom seems to have been Involved in the wide 
adoption of the pyramidal house as a standard type of con­
struction In so many sawmill towns • Apparently the house 
was popular to the north# and was widely built apart from 
the lumber Industry* The latter was directly responsible k 
for Its Introduction Into the pineries of southwest Loui­
siana on a large scale# Scores were built In the company 
towns* and In various modifications the pyramidal roof
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saw service in the construction of schools* hoarding 
houses* and other buildings*
As the sawmill toms dissolved* their inhabitants 
scattered throughout the state, and th# pyramidal roof 
now appears almost everywhere* It 1® seen in rural areas* 
but Its real significance can best be judged by visits to 
towns situated In sections of formerly intensive logging* 
or where active mills with their attendant company houses 
are still found* Better residential area® exhibit many 
varieties of the pyramidal roof* Hew houses are being 
constructed with this variety of roof and general plan* 
Figures 10, 11* and 12 illustrate some forma of the ot>n~ 
temporary pyramidal house*
The shotgun house Is widely associated with lum** 
berlng In southwest Louisiana* It entered the Xongleaf 
district from two main directions, north and south* The 
map of house type distributions show® th® shotgun to be 
common In north and south, weakening toward th# center of 
the area*
So me form of th© shotgun house was known. to the 
French farmers of southwest Louisiana,^ and was already 
present there when the intensive phase of lumbering began* 
In areas to the north the shotgun had been adopted by th©
2J* W* Taylor, •'Southwest Louis lanft*"~A Culturo- 
geographic Eeg3 on,!l Cultural Tux-voy of i.,toul&i ana, (Final 
Status Report, K 7 o l K T S K O S * unpu5ITsKe3, p* T-17.
so
Figure 10i Adaptation of pyramidal roof to 
larger houaea* Do Bidder*
Figure 115 Modification of pyramidal roof„ 
Fe Bidder.
01
F igwr« 15 $ Bungalo^ 9 in !\ e^ro qu&r ter* 9 L<su. sv 111 <
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lumber companies, sines It® qualities mad® it especially 
adaptable to their r e q u i r e m e n t T o  ease and cheapness of 
construction the shotgun house coupled the advantage of 
extreme portability# It in fact resembles nothing more 
than a box car without wheels# It was used on a large 
seal® for housing the more transient elements of a work­
ing population of, at best, a rather impermanent nature# 
Shotgun houses were described as being present in 
the Hegro quarters of fifteen of the twenty towns studied, 
and were seen in all towns still In existence which were 
Visited# Their numbers are diminishing in the face of an 
improving level of living which calls for better housing# 
Like the shotgun, the bungalow also was ’mown in 
French south Louisiana,^ and was adopted by the lumber In­
dustry as It moved north from th© Lake Charles area# Only 
th# most southern towns among those studied were said to 
have Included bungalows#
The house spread rapidly throughout the state as 
the mill towns disappeared, and Its popularity has grown 
rather than diminished* Bungalows are easily constructed, 
lend themselves to considerable modification, and have the 
quality of providing maximum coverage with minimum coat# 
The log cabin and Its derivatives were present In 
considerable numbers in the hill areas of the state at th©
®Ibld«» p. T-17.
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o u t s e t  o f  i n t e n s i v e  l u m b e r i n g . ^  F r a m e  e q u i v a l e n t s  o f  b o t h  
t h e  s i n g l e  a n d  d o u b l e  l o g - p e n  m o d e s  o f  c o n s t r u c t i o n  w e r e  
a d o p t e d  b y  l u m b e r  c o m p a n i e s .  A s  t h ©  m a p  o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
i n d i c a t e s ,  t h e y  w e r e  f o u n d  m o s t  f r e q u e n t l y  i n  t h ©  n o r t h  
a n d  e e n t r & l  s e c t i o n s .  N u m b e r s  o f  l o g - p e n  d e r i v a t i v e s  a r e  
y e t  t o  b e  s e e n  i n  a c t i v e  s a w m i l l  t o w n ® .  G e n e r a l l y  t h ©  
s i n g l e  l o g - p e n  h o u s e  w a s  b u i l t  f o r  N e g r o e s ,  t h e  d o u b l e  
l o g - p e n  f o r  w h i t e s .
M u c h  v a r i a t i o n  w a s  f o u n d  a m o n g  t h e  h o u s e s  o f  e a c h  
t y p e  f r o m  t o w n  t o  t o w n .  A  m a j o r  v a r i a b l e  w a s  t h e  m a t e r i a l  
u s e d  i n  t h e i r  c o n s t m e t i o n .  D u r i n g  t h e  e a r l y  d a y s  o f  l u m ­
b e r i n g  b o a r d - a n d - b a t t e n  w a l l s  w e r e  c o r o m o n l y  u s e d  I n  a l l  
h o u s e  t y p e s .  L a t e r ,  a s  t h e  t o w n s  f l o u r i s h e d ,  c o m p a n y  
h o u s i n g  i m p r o v e d  i n  q u a l i t y .  D w e l l i n g s  w e r e  e n l a r g e d ,  o f  
m o r e  s o u n d  c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  w i t h  e x c e l l e n t  h o r i z o n t a l  s i d i n g .  
M a n y  o r i g i n a l  c o m p a n y  h o u s e s ,  c o n t i n u o u s l y  o c c u p i e d  f o r  
t h e i r  e n t i r e  e x i s t e n c e ,  s t i l l  s h o w  o n l y  s l i g h t  d e t e r i o r a ­
t i o n .
Two o t h e r  e l e m e n t s  c o n t r i b u t e d  t o  the l a n d s c a p e  
b y  t h e  l u m b e r  i n d u s t r y  h a v e  p e r s i s t e d  t o  a degree, b u t  
a r e  b e c o m i n g  i n c r e a s i n g l y  o b s c u r e s  t h e  m i l l  p o n d  and tlx© 
l o g g i n g  t r a m .  I n  a  f e w  p l a c e s  p o n d s  still remain I n  fair 
c o n d i t i o n ,  a n d  h a v e  a c q u i r e d  n e w  c h a r a c t e r  a s  r e c r e a t i o n a l  
s p o t s .  S o m e  s e r v e  a s  w a t e r i n g  places for cattle, and the
^ M a r t i n  W r i g h t ,  “ T h e  F i l l  S e t t l e m e n t  o f  L o u i s i a n a , *■ 
C u l t u r a l  S u r v e y  o f  L o u i s i a n a ,  ( F i n a l  S t a t u s  R e p o r t ,  M  7  ONI:
u n p u b l i s h e d ,  p .  W - 2 .
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growth of livestock herds m y  j u s t i f y  the rehabilitation 
of a w e  of the ponds. Otherwise a b a n d o n e d  p o n d s  s e a m  t o  
have little value* and are b e i n g  a l l o w e d  t o  deteriorate* 
Moat sawmill towns - w e r e  c e n t e r s  o f  r a d i a t i n g  
system of logging trams. Though s o m e  a r e  u s e d  a s  l a n e s  
or secondary roads* most s e e m  d o o m e d  to obliteration, a n d  
are beaming increasingly obscure*
In the original sawmill towns white and Kegro 
residential areas were invariably s e p a r a t e d ,  u s u a l l y  b y  
some feature* such as the mill, r a i l r o a d *  o r  b e l t  o f  w o o d s *  
This separation is still evident in active s a w m i l l  towns* 
and Isolated Hegre quarters a r e  s e e n  i n  o t h e r  s e t t l e m e n t s .
then considered a s  a  group* t h e  f o r m s  described 
I n  these pages make up a m o s t  s i g n i f l e a n t  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  
cultural landscape of the area studied, and g i v e  ample' 
evidence of the vitality and f o r c e  o f  the l i m b e r  i n d u s t r y  
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Th© course of tills study led to the accumulation 
of a considerable body of Information concerning the saw** 
mill towns, literature relative to th# origin# existence* 
and decline of specific coiasotmitiea is extremely deficient, 
that examined being not only scant but couched In the most 
general terms. It is hoped that the inclusion of the fol­
lowing information as an appendix to this study will in 
seme measure remedy this deficiency. The material contained 
herein may have sociological and historical value.
Each of the twenty settlement descriptions which 
follow embraces at least four elementss a written account 
of the town* a map* floor plan® of company houses# and 
photographs •
Written descriptions include the major facts of the 
town’s time and place of existence* and details of its char­
acter, composition, and administration*
Sketch maps were prepared with the help of former 
residents, and vary in completeness with the Information 
they revealed* It is believed that th© maps are substan­
tially correct*
Th# company house floor plans are essentially 
elaborations on descriptions given in th® text. Original 
company houses are fast disappearing, and those plans were
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drawn with & view toward preserving some details of their 
construction* Broken lines In the diagram indicate breaks 
In the roof So
The photographs are also closely supplementary to 
the descriptions* In some instance© It was possible to 
show only photos of th© abandoned sites* A number of pic­
tures are included, to which no specific reference Is m d @  
In th© text* Their Inclusion serves to complete the pic­
ture of the former cultural landscape* and make Its !don~ 
tlficatlon with the present more exact*
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Alco, Vernon Pariah, was one of the loot sawmill
towns, and was founded by the Alexandria Lumber Company,
operations beginning In 1923, It was situated on the Bed
Kiver and Gulf hallway, a line which ran westward from
Longleaf on the Missouri Pacific to Sandal on the Kansas
City Southern* in 1923 the town and mill were purchased
by C* T* Crowell* The Crowell mill at Meridian, Evangeline
Parish, had been destroyed by fire, and the entire crew
;\was transferred to Alco*
The mill assembly Included a pine mill, a planer 
mill, dry kilns, a luzsber yard, a standpipe, machine shop, 
and a large mill pond* A corral and barn near the mill 
housed the mules used for grading logging trams*
Alco included boarding houses and schools for 
white and colored, the mill offices, and a oomlssary* 
There was also a depot, doctor’s office and drug store, 
barber shop, and post office*. Generators at the mill pro­
vided electricity for the town, and all sections enjoyed 
running water*
The 1930 population was about 1,000, but earlier 
the town reportedly held as many a® 2,000 people, *hlte 
and Kegro* Most cam© from other settlements whore opera™ 
tlons were slowing down or had halted altogether*
^Boyd, op* olt*, p# 28*
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For the most part ■shite families lived in pyram­
idal houses of unusual &es!gn* The porch roof was formed 
by extending the roof of th© house at th© same angle of 
slopet so that it made a single continuing x>anel projec­
ting beyond the wall over the porch* The dwellings were 
painted vshlte# and were well-constructed*
Negro families occupied both pyramidal and shot­
gun houses9 air photos indicating that the latter were 
far more numerous* The Negro dwellings were well spaced* 
with large yards, and were situated on what seem to have 
been well-kept streets, in sharp contrast to the gener­
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Figure 15: Side and rear view or house shownabove.
Figure 16: Alco post office, formerly astoreroom for company records®
Figure 17: Alco mill pond®
103
Figure 18s View of Alco sit©
Figure 19j View of Alco slt©»
BARHAM
Barham cam© into existence about 1902, when the 
W* R* Pickering Lumber- Company began operations in north­
western Vernon Parish* Ownership later passed to the 
Weber-King Lumber Company* It seems evident that th© town 
was on the deolln© as early as 1920* the census of that 
year indicating a population of only 250* Earlier th© mill 
had employed more than 300 men* The company houses were 
sold in 1927* and either dismantled or removed*
The plant included a pine mill, a planer mill, dry 
kilns, a lumber yard, machine shop, and a mill pond* A 
corral and barn stood near the mill to accommodate the 
dolly-run mules and others used at the front* Generators 
at the mill provided electricity f or th © entire settlement* 
Residents obtained water from dug wells at their homes#
The company operated a commissary, and a doctor was kept on 
call for all employees and their families#
The commercial district Included a barber shop, 
post office, and depot# There were boarding houses for both 
white and colored, and elementary schools and churches for 
each race#
House types were limited to pyramidal and single 
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Figure 80s View of Barham site
Figure 211 View of Barham site#
BOH ami
Bon Ami, Beauregard FarIah* was established by 
the Long Bell Lumb®r Company* Construction mb the site 
began in XS9S* and operations were initiated by 1901*
Work there ceased in 1925*
Situated about three miles south of $e Kidder on 
the Kansas City Southern Railway* Bon Ami marked the Juno* 
tion of that line with the Louisiana and Pacific* which in 
1901 ran from Eon Ami directly south to Lake Charles* The 
latter eventually became part of the Southern Pacific sys­
tem* Both railroads had stations In Bon Ani*
The Bon Ami plant bandied only pine timber* and 
had an annual capacity of from fifty-five to sixty million 
board feet of lumber* Facilities Included a pin® mill* 
planer mill* machine shop* dry kilns* lumber yard* and 
mill pond* A b a m  and corral at the mill housed mules used 
there* and a standpipe and generators furnished water ®nd 
lights to the entire town*
Two boarding houses for whites and one for Hegroes 
were operated In the settlement* along with the usual com­
missary and company offices. School® war© provided for 
children of both races* classes extending through the 
seventh grade*
Recreational facilities In Bon Ami were unusual* 
since they included a recreation hall for TTegrocs* and a 
young Hen’s Christian Association building for whites*
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The latter seems to have been an Imposing structure, hol­
ding a theater# soda fountain* bowling alleys* and a 
barber shop*
There were two churches in the settlement* for 
whites and Hegroea* a doctor’s office* where drug® were 
dispensed by the company physician* and a postoffice*
The population of Bon A m i  w a s  not determined* but 
estimates placed the figure at about 1*500 for mont of its 
existence* A number of the f a m i l i e s  there were said to 
have come to the to™ directly from Arkansas#
Information with regard to house types at ?3on Ami 
was not clear* but suggested that the principal types rep­
resented were the bungalow and the shotgun* ocoixpied by 
white and Kegro families respectively.
Considerable evidence of the nature of the origi­
nal settlement was observed at the Bon Ami site# The mill 
pond was In good condition, and the remains of the mill 
were seen at its northern end# The large wooden struc­
tures which are shown In the accompanying photographs of 
the site are part of a planer mill recently operated there#
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Figure 23: View of Bon Axel site*
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24* View of Bon Ami site
Figure 25* View of Bon Ami site*
CAESOH
tn 1905 the Garmon plant was built in Beauregard 
P a r i a h  by t h e  Central Coal and Coke Company of Oklahoma. 
A f t e r  World W a r I this very large concern was reorganised* 
and the Carson properties renamed the Delta hand and Timber 
Company. Operations ceased at 5s SO p. m,, Thanksgiving 
Day, 1926•
The mill had a daily capacity of about 100,000 
board feet, and Included a pino mill, planer mill, dry 
kilns, lumber yard, machine shop, and a large mill pond, 
now Carson Lake. Also in the mill area were the genera­
tors end standpipe, supplying electricity and water to the 
entire town, end. the barn and corral for the twenty or 
thirty mules used at the mill.
In the commercial section were the commissary and 
offices, a  combined doctor’s office and drug store, a bar­
ber shop, post office, and ice cream parlor.
A boarding house for whites was operated in the 
settlement, and two were provided for Negroes. Schools for 
both races offered classes through the seventh grade, chil­
dren of high school age were sent to Do Kidder, vrhifce ■ res­
idents attended a Union church, while the Negro quarter 
boasted three houses of worship. Two cemeteries wore opened 
at Carson, one white and one Negro.
The former residents Interviewed described Cara on
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•as the "beat sawmill town In the world,* and Its attrac­
tions make an. Impressive list* The commissary operated 
a free delivery service, and ice was delivered to each 
dwelling every morning* Italian peddlers from r>e Kidder 
were encouraged by the company to compete with the com­
missary* Motion pictures were shown at the company theater 
three nights a week* There was no admission fee, and 
showings were attended by both whites and liogroes* Medi­
cal care was paid for by individual assessment* Each man 
paid a monthly fee, for which he and his family received 
the care of the company doctor, and all drugs prescribed 
by him* This fee, in the case of married men, was $1*25, 
and for single men $1*00*
In spite of generous policies the company was 
sometimes in short supply with regard to labor* The quarter- 
boss acted as chief recruiter of labor, white and colored, 
a task which sometimes led him into neighboring towns In 
search of experienced men* His time was also devoted to 
supervising the crew of night watchmen, and renting the 
company houses* These duties he discharged in addition to 
his principal function as parish deputy*
At Carson white families occupied bungalows, an 
example of which appears in the accompanying photograph*
This particular house la somewhat larger than moat homes in 
toe settlement* Kegro houses were described a® simple bung­
alows and shotgun houses* All homes In the town were of 
good construction and painted gray, whit®, yellow, or brown*
].
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Figure 26s Carson company house, bungalow type.
Figure 87 j View of Caraon site
CRAVEBS
The W* I* Pickering Lumber Comp&ny established 
Cravens In southwest Vernon Parish in 1905# and operated 
a mill there until 1925. Cravens represented the larger 
and more elaborate sawmill town* The plant Included a 
pine mill, planer mill# dry kilns# lumber yard# machine 
shop# corral, barn# and mill pond* Two standpipes at the 
mill furnished water to the settlement# and generators 
there provided electricity* The Cravens mill was moved 
to Urania when operations at the former location ceased®
Boarding houses were built In the town for worker® 
of both races# that for whites being a two-story structure 
of fifty rooms* Schools were operated for whites and ne­
groes# a duplication along racial lines which was extended 
to Include two churches and two cemeteries# In the com­
mercial district were the commissary# company offices, Ice 
house, depot, doctor1a office# barber shop# and post office* 
Most residents were recruited from among the native 
population# but some of the more responsible position® were 
held by men brought from Kansas City# Missouri*
Company houses were of two types# bungalows, for 
whites» and single log-pen for negroes* Mono of the ori­
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Pleura 28s View of Cravens site* Wooded sec­
tion is former pond area*
Figure 29: Abandoned Gulf9 Colorado and Santa
Fe righfc-of-w&y at Cravens*
ELIZABETH
Elisabeth, northern Allen Perleh $ T?£L-> rounded by
the Industrial Lumber Company in 1907, but, due to unset­
tled economic conditions# operation® were not begun there 
until 1909,
The mill at Elizabeth continued to run until about 
1921* In 1923 an attempt was made to open a paper Mil 
there, but this effort ended in failure. Another, in 1926# 
was successful* Elisabeth can no longer b© considered a 
sawmill town, but its appearance and organisation along 
company lines are little altered*
The town early won the reputation of being attrac­
tive# through special efforts on the part of the company* 
The mill Included a pin© mill# planer mill# dry kilns# 
lumber yard, corral and barn, machine shop, and mill pond* 
Two turpentine stills were operated near the irJLU* Eater 
and electricity were furnished to the town by a standpipe 
and generators at the mill*
In the business district were the company offleas# 
commissary, drug store, barber shop, a bakery# beauty par­
lor, theater, and post office* The commissary and most 
other businesses were operated by the a* D* Fink© Company, 
which paid the lumber company a percentage of its profits*
^Boyd, op* c It., p. 28*
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The company maintained a hospital staffed by three 
physicians and several nurses* Two hotels were operated 
for whites5 and one for Hegroes* Schools for both races 
offered classes through the seventh grade* At first* a 
Union church was used by the white residents* and later two 
others were built* Two churches stood In the Hegro quarter* 
As a sawmill town Elisabeth had a population of 
roughly 1*500* recruited largely from local inhabitants*
Some families were brought by the company from their mill 
at Vinton, Louisiana*
The original company houses Included pyramidal* 
shotgun, and single log~?en typos* Pyramidal and log-pen 
dwellings were occupied by white families* Negroes lived 
in log-pen and shotgun houses* hit© residences were painted 
a uniform whit©, and the negro stained a dark red* Most of 
the larger homes were adapted to accommodate two families, 
and some were so occupied when the settlement was visited 
during the course of this study*
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Figure 50s View of Elisabeth business district
Figure 51s Elizabeth motion picture theater*
i m
Figure 33* School, Elisabeth*
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Figure 34: Sothodlat Church, Elisabeth
Figure 35 s oosjipsny hou00 f
Log-pen type, stained dark red*
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Figure 36t White company house, Elisabeth*
Leg-p<m type, painted whit®, with lean-to*
Figure 3*75 white company house, Elizabeth. Py­
ramidal type, painted white, with lean-to*
f is h e r
Fisher# Sabine Parish# is one oi the few sawmill 
towns to survive in its original form* The town was built 
by the Louisiana Longleaf Lumber Company in 1899# and this 
organisation has operated the mill continuously since that 
year* Steam skidder® were never used on these holdings# and 
uncut trees were not destroyed, allowing natural forest re­
generation to proceed.
Various reasons were given concerning the decision 
not to us© steam skiddera* It was said that they were not 
used in order to "save th© woods," but lumbermen of that 
day were not particularly concerned with reforestation.
It seems more likely that economic considerations of an im­
mediate nature were the principal factora involved,
According to company records, pine limber of the 
best quality sold in 1899 for an average price of §6,44 a 
thousand board feet. By 1914 this had risen to only 
^12,27 a thousand. At the mill a m&n could fill his wagon 
with his choice of the best lumber for a dollar. Steam 
skidder® were expensive, and the low prices prevalent at 
the turn of the century precluded their Immediate purchase.
Moreover, timber in the Fisher area occurred in 
mixed sizes, and selective logging was necessary, sine© 
only the best lumber could b© sold at a profit* To the 
south the timber was "all big," and. the skidder® could ttake 
almost everything. At Fisher logs were moved to th© tmmm
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f i r s t  by oxen* 1 s tor by mules*
Some early Fisher residents were brought by the 
company from Greenville* Wayne County* southeastern Mis­
souri • Others were natives of Sabine Parish* and for a 
time Mexican laborers were used at the front* In 1958 
some families moved from Victoria to Fisher* when th© 
former mill cut out *
The Fisher mill assembly Includes a pine mill* 
planer mill* dry kilns* lumber yard, machine shop* mill 
pond* and barn and corral* Water and lights for the town 
are furnished by facilities at the mill*
The commercial section contains a boarding house* 
commissary* company office* ice house, depot* barber shop* 
and theater* Another boarding house is located in the 
residential section* A small caf© is operated in th© com­
missary building* A trained nurse lives In Fisher* and fch© 
company also retains a doctor who resides In Many*
Fisher house types Include the log-pen and shotgun* 
occupied by whites and Kegroes respectively* Some of the 
older Hegro homes are of th© log-pen variety* other types 
are few in number, and In general company housing seems to 
have altered slightly* changes are related mainly to the 
improvement of aiready-pr©sent types* In the white resi­
dential section heavy unpainted boards have given way to 
excellent horizontal aiding, painted buff. Lean-toa have 
been attached to many Negro shotgun houses*
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Figure 38s Fisher company office building* Hot© brick vault at side*
LOUISIANA LONG LEAF LUMBER CO.' 
'GENERAL MERCHANDISE:
Figure 39s Fisher commissary.
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Figure 40$ Fisher theater.
Figure 41$ Fisher Masonic lodge, now used 
as a storeroom.
Figure 43 s Flaker boarding house*
Figure 44s Fisher church (i^ite}*
Figure 45: Fisher church (Kegro)a
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Figure 46* Fisher company house* X»og-pen type, 
older board-and-b&fc t en construction*
Figure 47s Fisher company house* Log-pen type,
improved version of house in Figure 46 *
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Figure 48* Fisher ©ompeny house, s i n g l e  l o g - p e n  
type {Negro)*
Figure 49* Fisher company house, shotgun type 
(Kegro)*
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Figure 50s Fisher school (white).
Figure 51s Flaher mill. Pond t.nd dam in 
foreground»
143
Figure SBi Locossotlve at Fisher mill* wood-
burning rod engine still in servSe©*
niLLEETGN
Fullerton, Vernon Parish, was established by the 
Gulf Lumber Company in 1906, and cut out In 1927*^ Evi­
dently the mill was oxtremoly large* Boyd describes It 
as the nlargest mill west of the Mississippi#” and states 
that it had three double-cutting band mills, two timber- 
cutting band mills# and an eight-foot horizontal re-saw*
It was built entirely of steel and concrete, and had an
(TVannual capacity of about 120 million board feet*'0
Ford** gives the mill an output of 250,000 board 
feet per day# and recounts that when the mill mas running 
day and night# the logs from forty acres of virgin long- 
leaf were required to keep it going for a single twenty- 
four hour period* Also included in the ©atobi 1 shment were 
a distillery, which manufactured grain alcohol from slabs 
and refuse, a planer mill# machine shop, dry kilns# lum­
ber yard, &nd mill pond*
Such a large plant attracted a sizable population* 
By 1320 Fullerton was incorporated and had 2,412 inhabi­
tants , Just a few less than Leesvill©# largest town In the 
parish. However, only 148 people remained ’n 1350*
^Boyd# op- c It * , p. 28*
- b i d *
^Curry Ford, ’’Bankers Talk# Px+acfc1ce Forestry Forests and people, I {1952} , 25.
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Those who lived in Fullerton described It as ffthe 
best sawmill town in the country*” Accounts indicate 
that they enjoyed a combination of facilities unusual even 
among the more notable settlements of this typo#
Standpipes were located in &egro and white res in­
dent ial areas® providing water for all dwellings® Gener­
ators at the mill furnished electricity to all quarters*
Ice was brought in by rail® and stored at an ice house 
near the depot* The company employed two quarter-bossee® 
and provided a hospital with doctors and nursing service®
The commissary deserves special mention* The ruins 
of this one-story building are still impressive* It had 
concrete floors and walls, and measured about 90 by 120 
feet* The building also housed the barber shop and other 
small enterprises*
A branch bank was established in Fullerton by the
4First State Bank of Leesville* There was el30 a drug 
store, a cafe® a theater, and a post office* Boarding 
houses were operated for both whit© and colored® the former 
known as the nEotel d© Fines*”
The town had two churches, for whites and Kagrees® 
each with its own cemetery- Similarly® schools were pro­
vided for both races, classes for white children extending 
through the high school grades*
Houses in Fullerton included pyramidal and shotgun
4Ibld*
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types* Families of white worker® occupied pyramidal 
houses which seem to have been unusually well mad® and 
comfortable* Hon®'was seen at the ^Lt®„ and they are 
described here at second hand* in general 9 they were 
similar to the Hegre residence shown in the. accompanying 
photography but somewhat larger® They ware painted %mr™ 
ions colors, usually whit©, and In some cases boasted in­
door plumbing Installed by the company* houses for men 
in supervisory positions were very large, some having as 
many as thirteen rooms, and renting for as much as forty 
dollars a month*
Hegro homes Included both pyramidal and shotgun 
house types, but the latter were never numercuo* Only a 
few were built at the outset of operations, anu were later 
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Figure 53: Fullerton company house, pyramidal
type (Negro).
,V -̂S
Figure 54* View or Fullerton bu»lna»s district*
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Figure 55s Fullerton commissary*
Figure 56s Fullerton commissary, interior view*
GANDY
m  1917 the Wyatt Limber company established 
Gandy* about tan miles south of Many on the Kansas City 
Southern Railway* By this time much of the longleaf pine 
timber In the area had been out, a hardwood mill was in­
stalled la addition to the pine mill# Timber was brought 
in from lands to the west* camps being established at E&to* 
Hegreet* and Bowie* Also at the Gandy mill there was a 
machine shop* standpipe* lumber yard* and mill pond#
Hear the mill the company built a b a m  and small 
corral, or * stomp lot*11 where four mules used at the mill 
were kept# Big corrals were maintained at the camps for 
mules used at the front, steam aklddera were not used 
here* and the transition in log-handling methods was di­
rectly from animal to truck#
Gandy was not large* and in 1950 it was said to 
have a population of some 550 persons* but in all proba­
bility this is somewhat below the number of Inhabitants 
In the town at Its maximum si&e some years earlier#
Boarding houses were provided for white and Negro 
workers* and schools for the children of both races# /< 
church was built for white residents la their section of 
the town* while services for Negroes wore held in their
school building#
V. I thin the town there were the uait&l mill offices*
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commissary* post office* and barber shop, A pressing shop 
was also open for a number of years* Generators at the 
mill provided electricity for the town# but water had to 
be taken from dug wells In the yard of each house* Sorm 
of these wells* about two feet in diameter and lined with 
cement* are still open* Ice was brought in by rail and 
stored In an Ice house at the commissary*
The Tandy population included white* Kegro# and 
Mexican elements* The latter were never numerous * est i- 
mates averaging about one hundred* and for the most part 
they were employed only at heavier manual tasks*
Company houses remaining in Gandy* particularly 
those built for white families* are large and well-built 
pyramidal structures * a number of them still being occu­
pied* In some cases alterations have been made* taking 
the fora of additions to the rear of the houses or the en­
closure of porches* The houses In the white section of the 
tows were ordinarily painted a buff or cream color* The 
homes aeon in the Gandy Uegro quarter are of the single 
log-pen type# unpainted* sturdy and well-built*
155
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Figure 57s Oandy company house, pyramidal type* 
Koom added at rear.
Figure 56: Gandy company house, pyramidal typo*
Original porch enclosed, new attached 
porch added*
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Figure 59: Gandy company house* log-pen type,
Figure 60: Q&n&y company bouse* Originally
a * sleeping shack** for Mexicans«
mWfBOEB
Sfttlhm was one of the first sawmill towns to 
be built in Version Pariah, end was located on the newly- 
built Kansas City Southern* Established In 1898, it 
represents & transition from the small local mill® of the 
past to the large plants of the early twentieth century*
The mill was reportedly built by Mr* Joe Hawthorn, 
and later sold to Oeorge Strange of Missouri* About 1905 
Strange mowed the mill, possibly to Wewlln, Beauregard 
Parish, and the Hawthorn sit® was abandoned*
A small mill at best, the Hawthorn plant produced 
only rough pin® lumber and hardwood log®* Other than the 
sill there was only a blacksmith shop, operated primarily 
for repairing wagons and shoeing horses* A rJ.ll pond was 
started, but the volume, of log® remained so low that its 
completion was never- Justified* All logs were brought to 
the mill by contract haulers, using oaten*
A company store was operated in the little settle­
ment, a boarding house for whites who worked in the office 
or held supervisoiy positions, and a two-story ”sleeping 
quarter” for white mill hand®* Mail was 1 mndod out at a 
small post office which waa combined with the company 
store and office* The town had no electricity, and water 
was taken from dug wells, each serving four or five families® 
Children of white families were sent to the old
15?
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An&cocc community seheol nearby, and the Anacoco church and 
Masonic lodge wore attended by Hawthorn residents*
Informants describing Hawthorn « r e  quite TOgu* as 
to the nature of house types built within the settlement* 
sailing then simply ’•bos” houses* They seem to have been 
frame structures, one story high* with sideward facing 
gables, probably of the single log pen type* Actually 
there were few houses in the settlement, there being at the 
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'Figure 61s View of Hawthorn site*
KtniTHWOOD
Kurt&wood, northern Vernon Parish, was one of the 
s m a lle r  s a w m ill tome# with & total population of about 
800, white a n d  Megro* Established in 1919 by the Vernon 
Parish Etobe? Company, the mill out pine until October X2ih, 
1989* I w  a time thereafter the mill produced hardwood 
lu m b e r*  T h e  site was not completely abandoned until about 
1943# when the buildings were dismantled and removed*
T h e  original plant included a pine mill, hardwood 
sill# p la n e r  mill# dry kilns# lumber yard.# corral#. bam# 
m a c h in e  shop# and mill pond* Lights and water for the town 
w e re  p r o v id e d  b y  generators and a standpipe at the mill* & 
t u r p e n t in e  still was operated about a mile to the west by 
a n o th e r  c o m p a n y *
In the settlement*s business district there were 
the company offices, commissary, ice house, a combined doc­
tor1 s office and drug store, a barber shop, proas lag shop, 
theater, and post office* Two boarding houses stood in this 
area, one for the unmarried white m m  who worked In the woods 
crew or in the mill, and another for the office force* A 
boarding house for degrees was operated in their quarter, 
just southeast of the mill* Eurthwood schools offered in­
struction through the seventh grade* Chil-Jren In higher 
grades were sent daily to Alco.
The company supported a semi-prof©ssion&X baseball
161
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team* and i w t N P  aupwrnted recreational activities by ©on~ 
«tru«tl8g « concrete dam across a nearby crack, thus prowl** 
d in g  a  s w ia s s lx ig  p e e l*  Bands wars hired and brought In for
w e a k ly  dames h e ld  in a hall In town#
&  s in g le  church building was used b y  whits residents 
o f  a l l  d e n o m in a tio n s #  as was the custom In the Hegro q u a r t e r  *
In  th e  l a t t e r  Instance a cemetery m s  situated near the
church#
In  gurthwood company h o u s e ®  w e re  of tw o  principal 
ty p e s *  pyramidal * occupied by whit#® and negroes* and shot* 
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Figur® 68} Kurthwood c o m p a n y  house, p y r a m i d a l  t y p e
Figure 65! Eurthwood company ofXlce building.
168
64 s Kurthwood
Figure 65s View of Kurthwood mill site.
LOHCWILLB
In 1907 Longville was set up by the Long Ball Lumber 
Company in southeastern Beauregard Pariah, on the Lake Charles 
and Her them Railroad, now the Texas and Hew Orleans* From 
that year until 1920 the mill cut only Xongleaf pine* Dee* 
troyed by fire in 1920, the mill was not rebuilt* The planer 
mill, only section not burned, was converted to the produc­
tion of hardwood flooring, using timber brought in by rail* 
About 1927 the flooring mill was moved to X>® Kidder, and op­
erations at the Longvill© sit® ceased entirely®
The mill assembly included a pine mill, planer mill, 
dry kilns, lumber yard, bam, corral, machine shop, and pond* 
At the mill were the generators and standpipe which furnished 
lights and water for the settlement® Horses used at the 
front were kept at the corral, and taken into the woods by 
train every morning® Only mules were used at the mill*
In the town were the company offices, the commissary, 
boarding houses for white and colored, churches for both 
races, a depot, doctor*s office, drug store, barber shop, 
theater, end post office* An ice plant was operated by the 
company, contrary to the more common practice of bringing 
that item in by rail®
Also of special interest was the Longville bank, at 
present occupied as a residence. In addition, the town in­
cluded a large hotel, a three-story frame building® School®
167
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to to# settlement offered classes through toe seventh grade 
for whit# and Hegro children* A high school for whites was 
built about 1920* The town had no cemetery, and interment® 
were generally mad# at Be Ridder.
The population of Longville, according to former 
residents, numbered at the most about 2,500, a respectable 
figure for the time. Most of the men were hired by the 
qu&rter-boas, who recruited labor for all except the more 
responsible positions,, k constable was elected by popular 
vote, and was responsible for order within the settlement*
Longville company houses included pyramidal, bunga­
low, and shotgun types* Pyramidal dwellings wore provided 
for the majority of the white resident®, When operations 
at Longville ceased, the better homes sold for about &150»00« 
One informant related that he bought the mill foreman’s 
home and the entire block on which it stood ft>cr 5 2 5 0 * 0 0 *
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Figure 66s Longville company House, pyramidal 
type.
Figure 67j Longville company house, bungalow 
typo.
Figure 691 View of Longville site*
MDMOTOK
hudington waa built by the Ludington* Walla and 
Van Soh&ck Lumber Company# ludlngton* Michigan* This can** 
earn founded the Beauregard Parish settlement in 1901* and 
la 1913 sold It to the hong Bell Lumber Company# Operation 
of the plant continued until 1926#
The Ludlngton mill* with an estimated capacity of 
150*000 board feet per day* included a pin© mill* planer 
sill* dry kilns* lumber yard* machine shop* barn and corral* 
and sill pond. The entire settlement received lights and 
water from generators and a standpipe located at the sill# 
In the town were the company offices* commissary* 
boarding houses for shite and colored* and schools# At 
the latter Institutions classes were taught through the 
seventh grade. Further study was done at the Be Kid-ier 
high school# Lu&ington also had a depot* a post office* 
barber shop* and doctor1 s office# Chur olios were built for 
both racial groups.
One former resident of Ludington stated that the 
first dial telephone system used publicly in the United 
States was installed in the mill and offices in 1913# This 
was apparently a model system built for research end experi­
mentation* and after study was sold to the lumber company.
Whit© families in Ludington lived in pyramidal 
houses* such as those illustrated here* while- Ifogro©© oc­
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Figure 70i Lu&Ington company house* pyramidal 
type.
Figure 71s Lulling ton company houae* pyramidal 
typ©*
Figure 721 View ot Ludingtcsn mill site
Figure 73? View of I>udlngfcon pond and dam.
MCH&KY
MeMary was a aawaaill town located immediately north 
ef Olenjaora In Rapides Parishs The year of Its esbab**
Xlshmeat by the W* su Cady Lumber Company was not learned# 
Informants could say only fbefore 1914*11 MeHayy does not 
appear on the Hojei map of 1910* but la show on the 
National Map Company map of 1900* Operations at the site 
rare said to have ceased about 1923*
The plant# with a dally capacity of about 400*000 
board feet# Included a pine mill* planer mill# luiasber yard# 
sill pond and reserve pond, and a machine shop# At the mill 
were generators which provided electricity for the town* and 
two or three standpipes furnished water for all quarters# 
MeSary children went t© school in Glenssora# and 
Mite families atieg$j|ed church services there and hurled 
their dead in the Olezmora cemetery* There were bo&rding 
houses for white and colored* a eommlaMry* off leas* an Ice 
plant* and a depot* Th© company retained two physicians# 
maintaining for them a small hospital* Also in the town 
were a drug store# a barber shop# post office* and Hegr® 
church*
KeKary was incorporated, and in 1920 had a popula­
tion of 1*3X8. By 1930 this figure had dropped to 211.
Some 500 more men* mostly Negroes# were employed to the 
woods* said lived at camps which were In reality small towns#
179
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with i & i t r  systems* c a n a ls  e a r  lea, ©orrel® * rsachine shops * 
and other f&elllti«8» the use or animals was generally 
limited t© operations a t  the rront* At the mill battery- 
powered tractors w a rs  used* later replaced by shortened 
F o r d  t r u c k s .
MsHary company houses were ©r two general types* 
pyramidal and shotgun * ot the pyramidal houses several 
ware observed at the site, and are illustrated tier## Hone 
of the original shotgun houses occupied by is ©gross was 
seen*
181
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Figure 75: HfcHary company house,
type.
Figure 76j McS&ry company official* b residence*
Figure 77* View of Ee&ary site#
FEA&O!
Peason, southeast S a b in e  Parish, .was established 
to 191S by toe Peevy—Wi 1 son Lumber 0ompsny, which contin­
ued operations there until 1954* The selection or a town 
site in this area to® a problem* since surface water sup-* 
piles were Inadequate. Wells drilled In several locations 
produced salt water, the first fresh water found finally 
d e te r m in in g  toe town1 s site.
The mill plant included a pine mill, planer mill, 
dry kilns, lumber yard, machine shop, mill pond, and re­
serve pond. Kaarby there was a twelve-acre corral, with 
barn, which housed mules used at the mill and in to# woods. 
Generators and a water tank at the mill supplied the entire 
settlement with lights and water* Bathroom facilities to 
company houses were Installed at the occupant* a expense*
The commercial district Included, a barber shop, 
the cosgpany offices, and a post office, The commissary 
housed the offices of two company doctors and a drug store, 
to addition to it® own large merchandising establishment* 
Also at hand was a theater, a boarding house for whites, 
an ice house, and a grammar school for whit© children* A 
small cafe, toe wBlue Korns,” was operated In the boarding 
house.
Churches were built in Feaaon for both racial 
groups, that of toe whites being used by two denominations,
IB 5
IS©
Baptists ana Methodist* Morning and evening services were 
held by each group on alternate Sundays* Only the Negroes 
had a cemetery at Pea son*
In it® early days Pea non included Mexican as well 
as white and Negro elements* The Mexicans numbered only 
one hundred or so, and lived in a separate quarter called 
"Mexico** They were employed during the construction of 
the mill and town, and were sent away soon afterward*
fchite families lived in pyramidal houses, locally 
called * red-tops 9* or "umbrella houses*” Negroes and 
Mexicans occupied shotgun houses*
Loggers from Pea son cut timber all the *#my to the 
Sabine Mver , first longleaf, then other pine a * Steam 
ski clers and oxen were used to bunch tlw logs, and shays 
moved them to the main spur lines* Trucks were first In­
troduced at the Peacon front about 1926--Model HTtt Fords, 
with a f? ing Xe* wheeled trailer* According to the account 
of one of the first men to handle these machines9 the 
truck could move only one log at a time, but could make 
forty trips a day, while an ox tea® made only three*
Rmx
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Figure 78s reason company house, pyr«mt«$al type*
pigyre 79; reason church#
MCKERIK0
The W* E* Pickering Lumber Company built Pickering 
about 1900» and operated a sawmill there until it was des­
troyed by fire in 1925* The plant was not rebuilt* and the 
s e t t l e m e n t  was shortly thereafter abandoned.,
The mill included pine and planer mill®, dry kilns * 
a lumber yard, machine shop* corral* bam* and mill pond* 
Generators at the mill furnished electricity for the town* 
but water in residential areab was obtained from dug wells* 
usually arranged so that a single wall could supply two 
homes*
A boarding house was built for white workers* and 
another for colored# The same duplication of construction 
prevailed with regard to school® and lurches* There were 
also the company .off ices* the commissary* the depot* and 
the post office# Beyond these components* the Battlement 
boasted only a barber shop, doctor’s office, and lee bouse# 
The people of Pickering were, for the most part* 
natives of the area, but some were brought from Missouri 
•by the company. A small number of Mexicans ware employed 
for a time as track maintenance workers*
The log-pen house was apparently the moat common in 
Pickering, being occupied by both whit® and Negro families* 
A few pyramidal houses seem to have been built, but were 
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Figure 80s Pickering company lQ£~psa typ®*
Figure 81s Pickering dam, showing concrete cpillway.
etanr-it
vra» built.in 19X9 by ishe 
«hit e and Sv«^M»:~PK̂ lMKr. Company. heports give the mill 
•a annual «* *«*• fifty Million «md
a% the fri«p %a*» si411 out out, in l$rO» th« town bsa a 
p o p u la tio n  ks?\«JieCfc X,SOO* ts&ny • o f th ee© ■ people1 ■- tsar e 
brought to itsmlsi&na by the company, lowing-. orlgliM&Xy 
been employed In Missouri.
$h« mill included a pine mill# planer mi'll., dry 
k i l n s ,  lumber yard, barn, corral, mill pond, reserve pond, 
and m m ohln e shop* hights and water weri for the
b o m  by generators and a standpipe at the mill*
Business establish aments In the settlement lnalu~ 
4#d a boarding house and hotel for whites, and a boarding 
house for Kegroes* There was a eoasalasary* whlah housed 
a drug department* -the .company offices, doctor*a of flee, 
barber shop, theater, and bank*
Schools wore maintained for both races, a© srer© 
churches, end the Hegro end Meklo&n population had a cam** 
etery. About fifty Mexicans lived at Slagle* employed as 
track workers*
House types were generally rss-trle&ed to pyramidal, 
for white families, and shotgun* for He&roes and Mexicans*
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VICT0EXA
Scmm ®smb% exists as to the exact dat© Victoria 
w e  established, but a©cordIng to sost© accounts this was 
the alt© of a small sawmill operated as early as 1082 by 
the Victoria Lumber Company* Hardee*a m p  or 1895 mark© 
the site. Identifying It as "vietori© Mills** About 1898 
the place was purchased by the Louisiana L m g X e a f  Lumber 
Company, and large-scale operations were begun* the mill 
cut out in 1938a m e t  of the establishment being absorbed 
by neighbor ins Fisher*
The mill assembly included a pine mill* planer mill* 
dry kilns, lumber yard, ©orr&l, bam, shop, and mill
pond* A standpipe and generators at the Mill furnished 
water and lights to the entire settlement*
Many Victoria residents were brought by the company 
from Greenville, Missouri* At the mest^h© inhabitants num­
bered about 1,300, white and Megrcu
Boarding houses and schools were set up for both 
white and colored residents, and in the business district 
there was a commissary, the mill offices, a depot, a com­
bined doctor’s office and drug store, a barber shop, and
a post office*
The two principal types of company houses were the 
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I 1QXtrm 84 s View of Victoria site
Figure
vV"-x.:
, . , .
88s View of Victoria site*
m m
to 190S the Klee and Ward l&UQ&er Company established 
Ward to Alloa parish on the Missouri Pacific B&Ilwuy# about 
eight ml la© north or Oberlto* work ther© continued until 
1917 # interrupted only by the pant© of 1907 *
The first f a m i l i e s  to com# to Ward war# brought by 
the c o m p a n y  from Hyatt In east Texas* A ©mil m i l l  was 
© r o o t e d  rad Immediately employed at out ting lu m b a r  lor the 
l a r g e r  mill ©n& the town* By the t t o a  the main plant was 
c o m p le t e d  tha entire s e t t l e m e n t  was ready for o e e u p a n c e *
At the mill# which h a d  a  d a l l y  c a p a c i t y  o f  a b o u t  
8 0 * 0 0 0  board feat# there w a r e  p i n ©  a n d  planar m i l l s #  d r y  
kilns# a lumber yard# machine dhop# bam# and corral, The 
b a m  was a slngle~*tory structure reselling a bungalow# 
roughly forty f e e t  w i d e  rad sixty feet long. I t  w a s  ©m«* 
closed to a corral# and another corral was maintained at 
the front* Mules were used In both locations* The mill 
pond was f ed b y  a d e e p  w e l l  a t  the mill# a n d  i n  u n u s u a l l y  
dry weather water was brought by p i p e l i n e  f r o m  t h e  G&lca~ 
sieu River# about a m i l #  to t h e  w e s t ,  O e n e r a t o r s  a t  t h e  
mill provided electricity for t h e  t o m #  but *he standpipe 
there furnished water to the m i l l  o n l y *  D u g  w e l l s  w i t h  




in to© town there were boarding houses for whites 
and Negroes# as well as schools# The Negroes built a church 
for their own use# while white residents conducted services 
in their school building# Other establishments in toe set-* 
tlement included the company ■offices# a doctor's office# a 
barber shop# and post office#
About 500 men were employed at Ward# In the woods or 
at to© mill# Whit© employee® were quartered in bungalows# 
while Negroes lived in both Single log’-pen and shotgun 
houses. For the most part toes a company houses were un~ 
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Woodworth, Rapides Parish, was a company town built 
by the M&pides Lus&er Company Just prior to 1900, in 1910 
oimersnip pas sod to th© Long Boll Lumber company, end oper­
ations there ceased in 1900, The Woodworth mill was a large 
one* with a reported capacity of 125,000 board root daily*
It cut only pine, and when supplies of that timber were ex­
hausted the plant was closed#
The mill assembly included a pin© mill#, planer mill# 
dry kilns# machine shop# mill pond# barn# two corrals# a 
lumber yard# and a lumber shed capable of sheltering a mil­
lion board feet of lualber* Oeaer&tors at the mill furnished 
electricity for the entire settlement# and running water went 
to all homes from the mill standpipe.
Woodworth Included a hotel# a boarding house and 
school for whites# and a boarding house and school for He- 
gross. The usual company offices were present* along with 
a commissary* an ice house# and a warehouse which served as 
a depot, churches for both races# a doctor5m office# drug 
store* barber shop* theater# post office* and white and 
Kegro cemeteries completed the settlement*
The labor force at Woodworth was# for the most part* 
recruited from local sources* Only two exceptions were note&s 
a group of whites brought from Atlanta# Texas* about 1900#
206
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and a small group of Mexican laborers* Th© latter never 
numbered more than 100 and wore chiefly employed at heavy 
work in the lustoer yard* dry kilns, or track maintenance* 
They lived in a quarter segregated from both whites and 
Hegrees, said did not remain long in service at Woodworth*
House types were of two principal kindss pyramidal 
and shotgun* Pyramidal dwellings were occupied by whit® 
families, and apparently were well built and cosisf or table* 
Many were enlarged by th© e&difcion of rooms at th® rear* 
Most were painted white* Megre hemes were of the shotgun 
type, three rooms deep, and unpalnted* Such houses were 
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Figure 87 s Woodworth company house* pyramidal type
Figure 60s Woodworth company house* shotgun type*
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i house type adopted In lumber Industry as form 
of company housing* Previously known in south Louisi­
ana* Generally two rooms wid©# two ot more deep# with 
gable© facing front and rear*
company houses residence built and rented by company to 
employees*
company towns settlement built* owned* and adninletered 
oy company*
corrals small area* enclosed by board fence* where animals 
were kept* Usually Included a barn* Sometimes built at 
the front*
fronts area In forest where logging is actually In progress*
lagging spurs standard-g&ug© rail line from main line to 
sHtl- o T t o w r d  front*
lopping trams stj&md&rd-gauge rail line from mill to front*
— tm  jrgn * r  ’i j  n m * iW  ■ m u  n  nmnmi
log-pen houses evolved from early log cabins of pine hills# 
sS3 aaopEed in company housing*
lumber camps small establishment near the front supporting 
wooBS crews * Some very small# others large, with store 
and other facilities*
pyramidal house; house type brou#it from north by lumber In- 
dusiryT 'anS widely used in company housing* Square# with 
roof sloping from all sides toward central peak or ridge*
sawmill town: a town dependent upon a sawmill for existence*
shotgun houses widely used In company housing* Already
"*' Imown̂Trr’south Louisiana# and brought In from north by 
lumber Industry* On© room wide# two or more deep# with 
gables facing front and rear*
sleeping quarters building for sleeping purposes only#
“ usually' foremen of lower rank* Meals were not served*
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